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BUSY AT THE

PRICE 4 CENTS

Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Bradford, Mi",
and Mrs. A. C, Day of Brownfield,
who are on an extended motor trip,
made a short 'Stay on their way
through the White Mountains,
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Cunningham
and daughter, Ruth of Auburn, with
Mr. and Mrs: Harry
Chandler of
Strong came up in tlneir auto® and
went over to Quimhy Pond where
they had good luck fly fishing.
We are greatly plieasied to learn
that Theodore Albert Sohroeder of
Boston, widely known, as the' Amer
ican basso and vocal instructor, who
has his stiuddo-saLon in that city, Unas
recently completed arrangements for
a handsome bun«galow 24 by 30 feet
to be built cn the Lake shore of
Lake View Farm, and with a num
ber of his pupils will come to Lake
View this summer.
A music sum
mer school will be mucih appreciated
by many who would like to have
Prof. Scinroedeir for a teacher while
here for am outing.

and one of 3y2 pounds, that was such
a hand some fish, he sent to Nash of
Maine to Mount.
A 3%-pound trout
and a number of 2-pounders have
come to hi© net this week, but Billy
Laugh'dn, tine guide, is daily expect
Famous Vocal Instructor Makes
ing to net an 8-pounder for
Mrs.
Garland and all hope he will.
Plans For Bungalow.
E. Eldridge of Boston was the for
tunate man to land the largest trout
this- season 5Vz-pound beuaty that he
(Special Correspondence).
sent to H. L. Welch to mount. Pete
The Tavern, Rangeley, June 21.—
Brown was his guide.
Transient business 'has been good
Bayard Thayer and daughter, Mis®
the last two week's and several nights
C. R. Thayer of Boston, with Louis
every room lias been occupied, anid
Webb of New York have for a week
when the weather is settled thiere
been at Oxford Club camp ait B
Pond where they found the fly fish
is every reason to expect a big travel.
ing wonderfully good.
Even t!ue rain. Unas not kept tliie
automobile parlies at borne.
Many
Four Bath gentlemen, Messrs. E.
U se d b y t h e b ig m a jo r ity o f
of the traveling mien go from here
Motley Fuller, Clarence W.
Morse,
R ifle, P is to l a n d R e v o lv e r S h o ts
Carl C. Troups, and F. M. Powers,
to Stratton and via Kingfield back to
Farmington.
who 'Started from home fin
their
T MUST be a satisfaction to the individual rifle,
pistol or revolver user to know that his prefer
touring car, reached Mid die Dam
Mir. and Mrs. H. M. Halil amid son,
ence forRemington-UMC Met&ilica is shared alike
Saturday might having left their
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Dyer and Mir.
by p ro fe ssio n a l experts, crack-shots and sports
auto at Rumfond.
With Will Sar
and Mrs. V. E. Morris of Auburn
men in all parts of the world.
gent and Leon Mclntire guides, they
were cine auto party this week wbo
And this accounts, too, for the marked increase every year
to the demand for Remincton-UMC Metallica.
are now camping at B. Pond.
made a snort stay.
Reminston-UMC Metallica are made for every etandard
C. H, Bowkeir and son, C. G. Bownake and for every calibre in use—rifle, pistol and revolver.
W. W. Nearing, vi?e president of
Get them from the dealer who shows the “Red Ball JKarh
ker
of Worcester, Mas®., came Sat
the
Pejepsoot
Paper
Co.
of
Bruns
o/ ‘Ticmingion-UMC—the si«n of Sportsmen's Headquarters.
urday for an extended stay in
wick, and William Glasson, treasurer,
To keep your (trn cleaned and lubricated rif hi. use Rem
Oil. the new powder solvent, nut preventative, end |un
Camp Satisfaction.
of New York, while looking over the
lubricant
31. D. Gilman of Worcester, Mass.,
timoibeirianidiS owned by the
company
Remington Arms-Union Mstsllic Cartridge Co.
is the fisherman who did not wear
made tilt's headquarters several days
2 t0 Broadway.
New York
Hotel an<F Camps Will Soon Be a smile when he came in from, fish
this week.
ing in the Pond-in-tlie-Ri ver last might
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Van. Henson
Filled.
bringing a 3-pound salmon after play
ing “ a salmon that weighed seven
of Spring field, Mass., were hietre for
(Special Correspondence.)
pounds if an ounce, and I think he
oyer Sunday.
Dodge Pond,
Lakewood Camps, Middle
Dam would weigh eight pound®” and broke
L. B. Norton, Miss Gladys
M.
Rangeley, Me.
Mathiien and1 Miss Bdiytih, Marsh came June 20.—With thie high water, the the leader and started for Umbagog
Even Will Lufkin, the guide,
up from Farmington by auto arwj wind Mowing a gate and one con Lake.
spent several days at The Tavern tinuous rain, not ail the fishermen did not enjoy his evening 'smoke.
Opari to the public June 15, 1916. Private camps each
The ladies are now giving bridge
have been, brave enough to put on
this week.
with piazza, open stone fireplaces, bath room and running
J. H. Welil® of Toeldlo, Ohio, wfluo their cii skins and go cut “ just for parties at their camps evenings and
represents tine Overland factory, was the fish we are never sure of the gentlemen are invited too. Not
spring wat 3 r. One half hour’ s ride by auto, both from
ices that are posted in the dining
•here Wednesday and thinks this a catching,” as one said'.
Rm ?eley and O^uossoe. Ideal location for summer tourists
But the ladies.
God bless them! room and the notes passed around
great country for tine auto.
aid fly fishermen. Address for information and booklet
H. A. Look, accompanied by Whit Those who love the birds and wild aire read with much merriment.
Arthur Whiting of Lewiston now
more cf Boston came out from. Ken flowers have walked the carry and
Rangeley, Maine
CHARLES VV. PORTER,
nebago over the did backboard road gone into the woods, coming back acts as clerk in the office and Mrs.
with baskets of the beautiful blos Whiting (has charge of the post of
and enjoyed the trip.
Miss Josephine Rowe of Auburn, soms with which the camps and din fice and both are very popular with
“'ho for several years has been the ing room are decorated. There aire a the guests who receive every atten
F IS H IN G W H E R E T H E G A T G H IS S U R E
obliging and popular telegraph opera- number of lovers cf birds and Mir. tion from them.
Msoselookmeg intic House and Log Camps located in the heart of the
Several paties have returned home
tor, lias returned to take charge of Rolfe c f Portland who knows them
ley Region. Best fishing grounds. Landlocked salmon and square tailed trout. the Western Union office at the all to te’il the names and habits of the past week, others Ihave arrived
Cinp; .vith open fire, bath, comfortable furnishings. Booklet and any informa stone station and is boarding at The each and Mrs. Rcilife, who is a goed and more are coming until hotel and
botanist and can ciaiLli the flowers all camps will be packed.
tion gladly furnished by
Tavern.
MRS. F. B. BURNS,
Haines Landing, Me Rev. Fr. T. J. McLaughlin of Far by name, add great pleasure to the
mington, accompanied by Revv Fr. F. i waiilks.
Nath;. N, Thayer of Boston bad an
J. Mulllen and Rev. Fr. J. J. Shaw
cf Lowell, Mass., were one of this hour’s sport recently that as he said
week’s automobile parties; entertained ' “ was as good fishing as I ever had
j in my life.’’
The gates at the dam
at this hotel.
Mr. aind Mrs. W. S. Dudley and were ©hut down for a little while
Miss Barbara Norton of Meridien, and hg went down to d u b Rock and Fishing at This Popular Place Attain*
Por farther particulars w rite or address
Conn., who came in their touring car, 1there he stood and cast the fly and
ing Its Usual Excellence.
have chosen this place for a two |at every cast the gamy fish would
L. E. B O W LEY ,
weeks’ outing.
They are very fond (come for the Jack Scott, Dusty Milof brook fishing and nearly
every j ier, or whatever the fly chanced to
Grant’s Camps, Kennebago,
June
Mr. Thayer kept
day start out in their auto, taking be, offered them.
their lunclh and return at night with his guide busy carefully taking them 22.—The scribe from Grant’s is ex
from the hook and returning them to tremely glad to announce that the
i good string of brook trout.
The sport continued un fishing at Kennebago is daily at
Sunday morning Reed Ellis cast the water.
The
til
more
than
30 that would weigh taining its usual excellence.
the
fly
cn
Haley
Pond
not
far
from
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
tream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. _ Post Office The Tavern and came in with six from % of a pound to 3 pounds each disagreeable weather has kept guests
,nd Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptivecirculars good-sized trout, and if the law had had been caught and “ I missed more in camp, but most of the anglers are
ind other information, write
_ , . ,
_
*_
allowed could Ihave taken as many than that number, but that was all game and brave the elements with
ED. GRAN T (El SON CO.,
P- O. A d d re s s , G rant s Me.
right, for in all my life I never but the result that ®ome
excellent
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
m&- more.
Arthur P. Knapp of Lowell, Mass., once befere had suich fishing,” was catches have been brought in.
Mark Aitkin of Springfield, Mass.,
Thursday stopped here on (his way the way he smilingly tells of fishing
off Club Rook the afternoon the stands high line at present, bring
to Grant’s Gamps.
M o u n taln
H. Massey of Stocktonbury, Conn., chubs were away and the salmon were ing a 4%-pound trout, caught just a
BALD M O U N T A IN C A M P S Bald MSn.
short distance from camp. This is
who is here for several weeksi with holding a convention..
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Josiiim of Leom Mr. Aitkin’s first big trout and lue
Leland Nolle, guide, is having good
Bald M ountain Cam ps are situated at th e £ ?ot. o£i ? aldet^ am h oat TOnnecUons—A uto
fu n tic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds, First class steam boat c ? “ “ e5U°^8~ A u C
Herbert
fishing, and for a few days bias inster, Mass., are spending their was very proud of it and
road to cam ps—T eleph on e c o n n e ctio n s—T w o mails d aily —W rite fo r free circular.
AMOS ELLIS. P rop 'r..
Bald Mountain, Maine
gone into the forest on a camping honey-moon days in the Bungalow Welch will mount it as a reminder
Hall
and for the first time trying their of his first visit to camp.
trip.
skill with red and line.
Grant was hds guide.
Master John, D. Burnham cf New
Another excellent fish was caught
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
York came Tuesday and never was by Cbais. Rowe, weighing 4% lbs.;
there a happier lad in Maine. Boxes this was also a trout.
SPEND YOUR
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
and bundles are now coming and
S. R. Cook of Boston bias brought
Known the world over for excel
the family follow in a few days to in some beautiful1trout. During these
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
occupy one of the cabins until days he has brought in, several fish
M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
September.
weighing over two pounds.
These
IN THE RANGELEY LAKE OR D E A D RIVER REGION IN
Monmouth,
Maine
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Phillips of Port he has found mostly at tine falls. Mr.
land came this- week to spend a few Cook is a skillful angler and has for
days with their friends, Mr. and Mrs. a guide Pern Pihilbrick of Rangeley.
HOTEL BLANCHARD
Oscar Riddle, also of Boston is in
P. R. Rolfe.
STRATTON MAINE
These two
Mr. and Mips. B. S. Cook of Prov camp with Mr. Coolk.
In the center of the Fish and Game idence, R. I., are entertain lug their gentlemen have been coming to this
This territory is easy o f access being reached in ONE DAY Section.
Write for booklet.
friend, L. E. Barbour of Westerly, R. section for a long time.
>m Boston. The summer climate is delightful, the nights are
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
E, M. Coates of Springfield is en
I., who is much pleased with this,
rays cool, the air clear and bracing, the accommodations at the S T R A T T O N M A IN E . E. H. GROSE. Prop. his first trip to 31id die Dam.
joying his annual visit at his pleas
rious resorts are up-to-date, the sceneiy in gran , an Mere is
He is accom
M,r. and Mrs. J. iB. Garland of ant camp, Harmony.
ie trout and salmon fishing, golf, tennis and good roads for
Worcester, Mias®., do not let the panied by Mark Aitkin also of SpringPLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS
raindrops keep them indoors. Mrs,. field.
On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex
The^SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD celled. •Best of hunting. Special rates Garland is one of the real anglers, Captain and Mrs. Temlplin Potts of
Washington, D. C., are in camp for
iue a fine Guide Book which contains an accurate map of this for June, October and November. who dresses fer the occasion rain cr the
season in Camp Kumin.
shine and has already sent a box
Write for booklet.
Miss Barbara Grant celebrated her
mnty. Address
of fish home that she caught, but at
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER, Prop.,
this writing Mr. Garland tells the third birthday last Sunday, and with
Pleasant Island,
- Maine
Phillips,
Maine
General
Manager,
(Continued on page low.)
best
story for his 4-pound salmon
N. BEAL,

RANGELEY TAVERN
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| Fly Rod’s Note Book | Such
BY FLY ROD

through the forest and across: the
lake many miles away.
It was per
fect peace and quiet, as I walked
over to Camp Comfort and there
with) friends I had not met for years
spent an Oiour on the piazza.
Close
by over the window Mr. and Mrs.
Bairn Swallow hiad built a nest and
were coming and going feeding their
little ones. On. the other side of the
camp above the door a family of
Eave Swallows were talking to each
other, while in a nearby tree Robin
Red Breast had a family.
“ Did you
ever see such* a place for birds?” re
marked one of the gentlemen a® a
bobolink called1 to hisi mate.
For a
time fishing was forgotten*, a® the
lovers of birds, busy men, who for
years had mode a study of
bird
life, began to watch, and talk bird®,
and I took my note book and watchec
and listened.
A little song spar
I notice that many of the ladies row not two rods distant broke into
from the city take a great interest in a song of praise, whale on the drift
our wild birds and that some of wood a number of purple grackles
Soon, a
them know every bird: they see. One were scolding each: other.
said she had, since coming to Maine, Canadian warbler flew by stopping on
“ Lock there on
seen 57 different kinds of birds. But a little birch* tree.
not eveyone is ais well informed as the lake shore?” called one gentle
the following amusing incident will man as a fish hawk made a div e
tell.
At one of the camps (was a for Ms dinner, and with, a quack,
lady who had a set of bird hcoks quack, a duck, the scooter called, as
and was anxious* to know the name close to the water he flew in the di
“ Caw! ca w !’
of everyone she heard singing, but rection of South Arm:.
bad net been in the woods of Maine said a crow1 as he landed on. an old
We watched
before.
Just at night the frogs near stump not far from us.
by commenced to sing, and with) bock a chestnut side warbler and the field
in hand the city lady left her cabin sparrow and the American goldfinch,
t ) find the “bird” she never had then the purple swallow and chim
heard before.
The guide was: just ney swallow.
“ How many different kinds of
coming in with a good string of fish
Which his “ sport” had caught and bird© have We seen Fily Rod,” asked
the lady said, “ Do tell me the name P. B. Rolfe, a© the dinner bell rung,
of those bird© singing, such a wiild and from my note book I counted
note, I never heard it before.” The the 14 I have mentioned, and: had not
guide answered, “ Why, they are |only heard one of the best bird con
Greenbacks, did you never hear them certs, but from Mr. Ro’fe had learned
before?” and the lady went into her much about the habit® of each: bird
cabin to lock in the bird/ book for we .had seen..
Wlien the song sparrow was sing
“ Greenbacks” as the frogs continued
ing verse after verse of his beauti
their concert.
ful song®, Mr. Rolfe said to Pete
Last Sunday it was my pleasure to Brown, the guide, “ That bird ha© a
be at Middle Darn.
In fancy I could nest near those rocks close by,” and
hear the echo of the churchi bell j Pete looking a© he stepped carefulOne day recently a Boston lady
said, “ I want to subscribe for tliat
interesting little pa pea* the Maine
Woods,’* and as I am always happy
to add another name to the 5,000
subscribers, I thanked her, andi as I
took her address gihe said,
“ When
We were here last spring you wrote
a very correct stcry of our catcili
giving our names.
We had been
hom® several weeks wihiem I received
a letter from' a friend I had not seen
for years, who wrote from1 a city in
Pennsylvania where she chanced to
see" a copy of the Maine Wood® that
pecple there read and enjoyed, and
the account of our trip and :slhe
wrote me at this hotel and the let
ter was forwardled to my heme.” To
me that wa® only another proof that
the Maine Wood® is read in every
state of the Union.

tobacco
enjoyment
as you never thought
could be is y o u r s to
com m an d quick as
you buy some Prince
Albert and fire-up a
pipe or a hom e-m ade
cigarette!
Prince A lb ert gives
you every tobacco sat
isfaction your sm okeappetite ever hankered
for. T h a t’s because
it’s made by a patented
process that cuts out
bite and parch! Prince Albert has always
been sold without coupons or premiums.
W e prefer to give quality 1

Fringe Albe
"’•Wo.

has a flavor as different as it is delightful.
And that isn’t strange, either.
Buy Prince A lbert every
where tobacco is sold in
top p yred bags, S c ; tidy red
tins, 1 0 c ; handsome pound
and half-pound tin humi
dors— and—that corking fine
pound crystal-glass humi
dor with sponge-m oistener
top that keeps the tobacco
in such clever trim— always!

R. J. REYNOLDS TO B AC C O CO., Winston-Salem, N. C

$3,000

MAINE WOODS,

PROLONG YOUR VACATION

follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’s subscription to
M a i n e W o o d s (outing edition.)
Name........................................................................... ........................
Address................................................................................................
State ..................................................................................

LOST IN THE
MAINE WILDS
Not SO Bad as It Might Have Been.
(Special to Maine Woods.)

You n e v e r tasted the like o f i t !

Men w ho think they can’t smoke a pipe or roll a ciga
rette can sm o k e and will s m o k e if they use Prince
Albert. And smokers w h o have not yet given P. A . a try
out certainly have a big surprise and a lot o f enjoyment
com ing their w a y as soon as they invest in a supply.
Prince Albert tobacco will tell its ow n story !

A REAL BARGAIN

M A IN E W O O D S

—

the national jo y smoke

Iv among the strawberry and viodet
blossoms and tfce tall grass soon
started the mother bird and bending
over said, “there is the* little nest
and five eggs.’V
The ©uni tame out from among
the tlLcuds and the mountains and
near-by hills jto the water’s edge
were reflected in. the lake as smooth
as
glass just as we started for din
£
B
ner, and all' stopped to look at the
wonderful picture painted by God’s
own hand, which no artist can equal.
R
= We all talked birds1 that afternoon
and I found that 14 cithers had been
A fine set of sporting camps in one of Maine’s best | seen before supper time, the chip
unting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large pre- j ping sparrow, white throat sparrow,
vireo, humming bird, downy wood
| e rve.. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.
pecker, red start, bluebird, chick
adee, peewee, yellow hammer, towny
and hermit thrush, a gull' and the
big ©agio that for two yeans has at
tracted much, attention..
| spot cash takes it. For further information write
We are glad that our state and our
Nation have made strict laws to pro
tect these beautiful! bird® of o.urs,
and I am .gllad to say it lias been
years since I have known anyone to
PHILLIPS,
&
MAINE
shoot a bird just for the sake of
£
= seeing if they could hit them. Where
5miiiiimiiiiiimiiimimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiMiiiiiimiiimimmmiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimimmiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiimimiiiiiummiiiiimiiinmii?
can those who love to study bird
life find a better plaice than at the
Rangeleys?
Fly Rod.

by having the

you will read: “ Process P aten ted July
30th, 1907,” which
has made three men
smoke p ip e s where
one smoked before!

found their way back to the shore cf for Light, safety and convenience. The
Mooselookmeguntic Lake before mid size is 225 by 60 feet with a wing 53
night, but the wind1 was blowing by 24.
such, a gale they decided to stop at
More than 500 concrete piles, were
a vacant camp until daylight. It was
driven,
to a depth of 27 feet for the
a tired, hungry party that reached
here for breakfast, to find Mr. Ellis foundation, and the material used to
had sent men to hunt them up. Find the general construction consisted
ing where they had gone on. the of nearly 5,000 cubic yards of con
trail, the men thought they might crete, 230 tons of steel*, with over
have got lost and come cut at Upper 100,000 feet of electric light wire,
Dam, so returned to wait until day conduits', plumbing and sprinkler pip*
light and to arrange for more to join ing, and 10,480 window lights.
The trade will no doubt be inter
in the hunt.
Knowing the chauffeur had spent ested to know that this Colt addition
much) time in the wilderness they will greatly facilitate the Company’®
were net surprised the middle of production.
the forenoon to get a telephone sayuic lie came out at Upper Dam, and
as he had lunch for three with him
the excitement was over. The laugh
able part was learned later when
he readied the telephone discovered
there was but 25 cents in his pock
et, which, paid for the message.
At the old Boston Club camp on
Asking “ What time does the boat the shore Mollychunkaanunk lake be
go?’’ learned it would be two hours, low Upper Bam, for ten days, Rev.
also tluat to follow the telephone poles and Mrs. John W. Suter of Boston
to Beards was only 10 miles, decided and Rev. and Mrs. Carlton Mills of
to hike it, and as the walking along Winchester, Mass., have been enjoy
the railroad track was good for the ing an outing.
Their guide wae
next 12 miles to Oquossoc be kept on. Hollis Ellingwood and they had good
Those he met wiho would have fishing even if it rained most of
gladly given himi a free boat ride or the time.
Mrs. Suter caught the
paid the price of a railroad ticket, largest fish., a 5-pound s«lmcn.
had no idea he wa® the lost man
everyone wa® telephoning and talk
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs.
ing about and himself declares “ I was
not lost, only took the longest way Frederick S. Dickson, of New York,
home.
Talk aibbut deer, why I did who have spent their summers here
not suppose there were as many in for over a quarter of a century, are
the state as I met and saw
the |delighted to have them return. This
season, they are at
Narramantie,
tracks of.”
their attractive log camps on South
Bog island. “ Maneskootuk,” the is
land in Rangeley Lake that Mr. Dick
son, has made one of the most beau
tiful spots in the Maine wilderness,
13 leased for the summer by Richard
Bondy of New York and the family
—
will
arrive within, a few day®.
Handicapped by lack of rcom and I

CAMPS AND
COTTAGES

COLT’S NEW
BUILDING

Bald Mountain Camp®, Moosekokmegu.ntic Lake, June 15.—“ Lost in
the wilds of Maine” came near caus
ing a big excitement in this pa.rt cf
the Rau.ge’eys and there is quite a
story connected with) “ what might
have teen.”
Yesterday Mr.
and swamped, with orders, the Colt’® Pat-1
Mrs. F. H. Whail, their chauffeur and ent Firearms Manufacturing
Co.,
guide started across the lake to fol (Hartford, Conn.,) decided a' few
low the trail through to Richardson month® ago to build a new and mod
Pond, where they intended to ca&t ern addition to its plant.
the f'y, catch, trout enough) fer lunch
The rapid construction of this adand watch the deer feeding on the j dition, with its added floor space cf
lake shore and return in the early over fifty thou,sand square feet, and
evening.
Last winter the lumber weather conditions that would daunt
men made new logging .roads and the the courage of many
contractors,
trail was changed.
The chauffeur makes a new .building record for
took the lunch, with, him, all but the Hartford.
i
tea and a few oranges that were in.
Work wa© commenced
February
the pack.
Some way when the part} 7th and completed June 3d.
The
came to the cross roads they went in building is. four stories in height, of
different direction®..
concrete, brick and steel construct
Mr. and, Mrs. Whail and guide ion, with a'i modem
improvements

oiling your gun with
3-in-One. Far better
than heavy oils that gum.

3 - i n - O n e O il
reaches deepest friction point. Never I
Igathers dust or dirt. Prevents rust|
L>nd tarnish. Keeps gun looking new.
kAll stores in 10c, 25c. and 50c bottles!
.and Handy Oil Cans. 25c. Avoid/
k substitutes, FREE—Sample and,
Dictionary of Uses.
^

Three-In-Due Oil Co.

124 New Str., N. Y.

MAINE

HOUSE-IN-WOOD
TO BE OCCUPIED

Mass., and J. O. Thompson, jr ., of
New Bedford, M'as®., with their guide
were here several days Hast week.
The following party from Albany,
N Y., in their Overland touring car
Albany P arty Here for Two W eeks ^e here for a two weeks' stay, com
ing via the White
Mountains aind
— Maine Woodc Read With
Poland Springs, leaving theiir car at
Haines Landing:
Mr. and
Mrs.
Interest.
Geo. D. Babbitt and daugh(ter and hus
band and iMir. and Mbs. Charles M.
(Special Correspondence.)
Blakeslee and chauffeur. Mr. Babbitt
Pleasant Island Catmps, Cupsiuptic said to the Maine Woods representatLake, June 19.—The weather Las ' ve that among the many papers
been the same here as everywhere that came to his home there was
else, rain and more rain, but it has none in which for years he had
not dampened the pleasure o f the taken so much interest as the Maine
angler, and the fishing far the past W oods and never missed reading a
two weeks has been good.
number.
This is the first time the
Is’and,
Mr. Tcothaker has leased Land on party has visited Pleasant
the carry road at Haines Landing where they are happily located in
above Kimball’s studio and is hav the Bungalow. Mr. Babbitt is an. en
ing a garage built Cor Ms new a/uto thusiastic fisherman, and has dropped
and
track with which he now takes his the hook in Canadian waters
people, baggage and express to and knows most of the places where the
from Oquossoc in quick time. Here trout are, in this, bis native state.
at the camps improvements continue Otis Bean is his guide and they have
t ■be made.
Lone Pine camp is be not been out yet without coming in
Saturday they
ing sheathed and put in readiness with a good catch.
for the coming o f Mr. and Mrs. Nor lunched up Cupsuptic stream and Mr.
man. C. Walker o f Orange, N. J., who Babbitt got so excited fly fishing
come soon for their usual extended he forgot to eat his lunch. The little
trout came to the fly as fast as they
sojourn.
touched the water, but they only
The spot that attracts the most
attention is the wonderful garden, saved what they wanted for the
table.
Several 3-pounders they have
that even if the sun lias kept behind
landed and are new after a big cue
the clouds, already has lettuce and
that took part o f their tackle in
Tadishes. while the long rows of
the cove.
peas, beans and co m now several]
The big trout have commenced to
inches high keep “ Jack’ ' tlie gardn-er
run in Toothaker Cove.
Mr. Sterl
busy attending to.
ing o f Portland, a guest of Frank
R. H. Lombard of Portland,
who King, caught a 6-pouind trout nnd a
for several weeks lias occupied Lake 4% and 4-pound salmon one day this
side Camp, had as a week-end guest week not from the island.
bis friend, Frank Hollis o f Portland,
The House-in,-Wood is to be oc
who did not claim to be much of a cupied by the owner, Dr. and Mrs.
fisherman, but had the luck to catch H H. Hazen of Washington, D. C.,
a pair of salmon he was proud of. this summer which is pleasing news
They weighed 4 and 3 pounds each.
to their friends who missed them last
H.
L . Bdgcomb
of
Miiddleboro,season which they spent in Califor
Mass., was much pleased with his nia.
first visit to Pleasant
Island) and
A handsome new meter boat has
thought his catch o f a 2 ^ -pound trout been shipped by Herbert L. Moor
a big one.
man of Lynckibnry, Va., for his per
•Messrs. J. Frank Puiver of Bos sonal use this summer and he soon
ton and P. J. McCoy of Newark, |N. will leave for the nort.li in his PierceJ., were here for a short trip and Arrow touring car to remain here un
had a box of nice fish, but no large til autumn.
ones, to take home with them.
Most fortunate is Proprietor ToothWhile waiting for tlie wind and rain aker in having for chef this year R.
tc step F. B. Kinney o f
Lowell, L . Wood of Roxbury, Mass., who has
been employed by the well-known
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE Seal-Porpoise Club at MacMahan’s Is
land.
We have for sale and for rent for
the season of 1916, several cottages all
furnished in good locations on Rangeley Lake and other localities in Rangeley Lakes Region.
Local agents for the following kinds
of insurance: Fire, Life, Accident,
Automobile, Marine, Plate Glass, Bur
glary, Postal and Tourists’ Baggage.
Buy your Surety Bonds from us and
avoid the embarrassment o f calling on Owners from Private Camps Com
your friends.
ing for the Summer.
FURBISH & HERRICK,
Rangeley Trust Company Building,
Rangeley, Maine.
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HAPPENINGS AT
THE BIRCHES

comrades at the score, even if the
hammer is at lualf-cock or “the safety
up.”

PAGE T H R E E

OUT-OF-DOOR
RECREATION

-Setting aside the possible danger
in the operation,, consider the feel
ings of the
parties
apparently
Guests Welcome Sunshine After threatened by your action, who What Is Better than a Week’s
know nothing about how the hammer
Long Rainy Spell.
Fishing Trip to Maine?
is nor whether the safety bolt is on
or off; all they know and realize is
(Special Correspondence.)
that it i-s decidedly uncomfontabLe at Newton vii’ile, Mass., June 3, 1916.
The Birches,
Moasielockmeguntic the least to be looking down the
34 Oris St.
Lake, June 19.—Everyone is made muzzle of a leaded gun.
Tc the Editor of Maine Woods:
hapipy by the sunshine this morning
Tq the men of this country—the
and hope the long rainy spell is over. R E G U L A R IT Y IS V E R Y IMPOR women as well!, whose daily vocation
“ It is a beautifull spot. Everything
calls for no- -physical effort, no boon
T A N T A T T H E TR A PS.
looks so freslh and green and we are
can hq greater than some form' of
glad to return for another season of
out-of-door recreation, which brings
Time and regularity are important
leg cabin life,” is the way cne party
them facie to face with Nature, at
In, a
expressed their pleasure When arriv matters to the trap-shooter.
the same time exact® a degree of
squad of trained shots it becomes- al
ing.
muscular exertion which can be grad
most a matter o f rhythm, the move
uated with nicety to the most varied
Mir. and Mrs. Arthur C. Tozzer c.f
ments of each, man fitting in with
capacity ar inclination.
Lynn, Mass., who were here far
the “ swing” cf the others, and &eLtheir wedding trip, returned home
Fly fishing alone
snipplies- this
dom does anything interfere, save
Saturday.
want.
The wisest and best have
perhaps a bird broken at the trap.
united in its -praise, each acknow
Another bridal party sire now in
There is no hiesitat ion on the part ledging the benefit and unalloyed
Camp Ideal, Mr, and Mrs. Milton H.
Hade of Baltimore, Mid.
Hartwell of the gcod shot when, the bird is happiness hie has derived from it,
With instant decisive act and wondering why others were so
Richardson is the guide who is teach thrown.
ion
he
takes
the proper lead and slow to avail themselves- c,f its mani
ing them the art of fishing in the
It may be that lie- realizes at fest physical and mental advantages.
Rangeley waters and Mr. Hail’e is fires.
Merely to obtain fislh the real
proud of the 3-pound
salmon he the instant of shooting that it is a
“ miss,” but still! hie sheets, for he angler considers but a email! part of
caught.
it is the way the thing
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Bradford of know® that any attempt to get a ■his pursuit.
Auburn spent last week here in second aim would be bad for the fu is done—this and the open air, the
Camp Comfort.
Mr. Bradford came ture. He knows the value of regular cd-or of the woods, the laughter of
the -running water, the beauty and
after the mate to the 5 ^ -pound &ail- ity.
The point at which the bird should song of the birds, and the peace and
mon he caught last year, but only
succeeded in lauding a 3-pounder. be stopped should be somewhere be content which open the heart of man
tween 50 and 60 feet from the trap. to se-e and love the ever-changing
Charles' Turner was theiir guide.
■Coming in their touring car as far Beyond this place they begin to lose beauties- of Nature—these give to
as Livermore Falls the
following their regularity of flight, so are the pastime a charm possessed by no
party, Mr. and Mrs. Theo. H. Taft harder to hit, and the shotgun pat other.
Though old age and
infirmity
of Wellesley Hills, Mass., Mr. and tern becomes too open.
comes on, and the foot once famil
Mrs. DeWitt M. Taylor of Waillaston,
iar with wood and stream is now
Mass., arrived cm Saturday for a ten
confined to the narrow limits of
days’ stay.
chamber, when every
other earthly
Camp May Rower is taken for an
pursuit has lost its zest, whoever
other summer by Colonel and Mins.
heard that even then the enthusiasm
H. E. Russell1, weNlnknown Bostonian,s.
of tine angler had diminished, or that
For the week-end Col. Russell went
the dim -eye failed to kindle at the
over to B Pond for the fly fishing
Pleasant Weather Is all That Is recollection and tale of earlier tri
and brought back several
3-pound
umph® with the rod?
trout.
Needed at The Barker.
Particularly to the weary
brain
Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Morse
worker within whom Nature ei/amors
and daughter, Miss Clara find the
(Special Correspondence).
for occasional respite from the toil
days at Fairview Clamp not half
The Barker,
Mooselookmeguntic of life, this recreation is- earnestly re
long enough for the pleasure® they
morning Mr. commended, by those who know, as
plan.
One day last week
Mr. Lake, June 19.—This
Morse went down the' line to the first and Mrs. W. B. Young, Mr. and Mrs. suring him or bier that for every
Norwich, Conn., week spent in Maine, where th/e wat
pond Where the black has- were an C. H. Fisbie of
xiously waiting for the fly and re started homeward after a pleasant ers are well stocked with speckled
Mr. Young, who beauties, -rod in hand, he or she
turned with a string of good-sized two weeks’ stay.
has
been
coming
to
these lakes for should add at least a year to the
ones.
Harvey Farrington returns from 38 years- says “I-n a-lli that time I chance in life and prove a solace to
Yonkens, N. Y., this week accompan never knew such, bad weather as this declining years1.
Not only may its benefits be had
ied by members of the fami’y and a® year for it has -rained ail the time.”
usual will spend the summer at Tine Their largest fish, was- a 3-pound sal by the water-side, but by hearthstone
Birches, and Mr. Farrington will, for mon caught by Mr. Fisbie. Next year when the blast of winter confines us,
we find in an examination of the
most of his time, be on Shelter Is they expect sunshine.
Mr, and Mrs. J. C. Small of Port tackle and in, the thoughts and recol
land that he has leased and that he
land are passing their honeymeon lections it suggests, a source of hap
is making a gem o f the lake.
piness and recreation—a hob,by taint
A number of parties, who have days here in Cozy Comer Cabin.
A.
M. Harding and daughter, Misaed with no ignoble thought or regret.
been waiting for pleasant weather,
are expected this week, as a111 predict Louise B. Harding of Chestnut Hill, Unihap-py i® the man who has no
the heavy thunderstorm that passed Mass., came Saturday fer a short hobby.
Other sports have a debit as well
over this region on Sunday
after stay.
Gamp Nico’-ar is- taken until mid
(Special Correspondence).
a credit s-i-de in the account which
noon, was the clearing-off shower and
summer by the following New York must be rendered of this Wife. This,
Bemis, Me., June 19—Fishing here now come weeks of sunshine.
people:
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Seaman and this- alone, may be and should
in Bemis cove has been good the
and daughter, Miss Janet and son, be quite free from, stain.
Many
Last few days and trolling with fly
Master Carl Seaman, Jr., and Mis® people of course profess to love Na
and spinner has, brought to net some
T1HE TABLE
L. M-ego-mgal.
ture.
But if you inquire somewhat
handsome fislh.
In Effect, May 6, 1916
Dr. and Mir®. H. E. Hamilton, tef closely you shall, find that, for the
G.
N. Knight of Leeds brought in
FARMINGTON P assenger Trains leave FarmBoston have had a delightful ten most part, .they love her at a dis
H. O.
nsrton for Phillips. Rangeley and B igelow , at the largest, a 5-pound trout.
days’ stay and think log cabin life in tance, and when they think they
8.15 P. M.. and fo r Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas Clark of Jay, Who was with him, got
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.B5 A . M .
Maine most fascinating.
have nothing better to engage their
a
.
3-pound
trout,
and
When
they
and from Rangeley. Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
Capt. Barker is rushing work on a affections.
-<
started for .home this morning they Never Has Been an Accident in
P. M.
Mixed train arrives at 9.35 A . M. and leaves at had all the law would allow of trout
new camp near the casino, for al
Like the gentleman on top o,f Kaa Trapshooting Tournament.
11.00 A. M.
ready every camp is taken for Au talhdin. At first sight cif the lovely
and salmon to take with them.
"STRONG Passenger trains arrive at Strong
gust and as many more would be tak view he went into gutural convuls
Messrs.
F.
Warren
Clark
of
Dor
from Phillips at 6 23 A. M.. and from Phillips and
By Peter P. Carney.
Rangeley at 1.37 P. M., and from B igelow at 1.25 chester, Mass., and F. K. Hatfield of
en if they were built.
ions of esetasy, which lasted about
P. M., and from Farm ington at 12.37 P. M. and
Now that the trap-shooting season
All
that
is
needed
in
this
part
of
fifty seconds, and the rest of the
Boston
have
enjoyed
a
week’s
rest
6.46 P. M. Passenger train leaves S tr o n g fo r
and camp life at Bemis. While here ?s getting under way it will not be tb-e country to make business rush time he was abserbed on the contemp
Bigelow at 5.50 P. M.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A . M. they took trips to different
con lation of sandwiches and drink.
places amiss to lock over a 'list of the pre ing and everybody happy is
and from Kingfleld at 8.10 A . M .. and from Farm
One would think he could have
trout to cautions to take for “ safety first.’’ It tinued pleasant weather. ington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Farm ington at and 'had a pair of 2-pound
is always well, to be careful.
The
•8.45 A. M. Bigelow, 9 30 A . M. and Phillips at take home.
thu-s employed
himself with less
1.40 P. M.
game has been run, happily without
trouble at the foot of the mountain-,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
L.
Dillingham
PHILLIPS Passenger Trains leave fo r Farm ingany accidents and it is hoped that THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER but perhaps also with lies® appetite.
ton at 6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at came up from Dixfieild for the week
So rem-e-m6.13 P.M . Passenger Trains arrive fro m Farm end and found the fish better
And, after all, his passion for the
HIS is a very in
than 1916 will not see any.
ington at 12.55 P. M. and 6.08 P. M. From Rangeteresting and in
“ber—
beautiful may hlav-e been sincere, for
the weather.
ley at 1.15 P. M.
structive book on mak
Never point a gun at anybody,
i-t is a welii-kn own fact that even the
Mixed Train leaves fo r Farmington at 7.30 A .
Mir. and Mrs. Edward H. Pailmer of
ing cabin boats, canoes,
M., Rangeley 1.20 P. M.
truest love is subject to pains- of
Boston., Mr. and Mrs. J. Everett whether you know the gun is empty row boats, etc. It tells
R A N G E L E Y Passenger Train leaves f o r Farm
or not.
The didn't-know-it-was-load- of the various streams
hunger.
But my own test for the
Hicks
and
daughter,
Miss
Dorothy
ington at 11.25 A . M. and a n iv e s from Farmington
can trip on with a
right love o? Nature is a very -sim
Hicks o f Newtonville, Mass., after a ed excuse is cnie Which can never be one
at 7.60 P .M .
w
cabin boat, how to
Mixed Train leaves Rangeley at 7 30 A . M. and
ple one.
He must be one who in
week at Loon Lake, crossed the accepted as a -satisfactory cne. Some equip for such a trip,
arrives at 3.45 P. M,
times
a
friend
will
ask
you
to
put
making a journey between two points
what to wear and eat,
lakes
the
first
of
the
week
and
SALEM Passenger Train leaves fo r S trong at
wilt choose, not the straight line,
made a short stay here on their way his gun to your shoulder to see how cost of a two month’s
1.20 P. M. and fo r Bigelow at 6.15 P. M.
trip. It gives descrip
nor the smooth- line, but the crook
well it handles, etc.
KINGFIELD. Passenger train leaves fo r Bigelow home.
tions and diagrams,
at 9.00 A. M. and 6-38 P. M. For Farmington 12.40
Make it a rule never to do so un photographs and chapters on construction, ed 'line, the line which wanders up
Dr. W alter W. Farmalee and A.
P.M.
Passenger train arrives from F arm in gton
til
after
you
-have
opened
it
and
as
when to float, when and where to land and hill and down dale, leading him who
at 6-35 P. M. and from Bigelow at 11.45 A. M. and E Ver.riill o f Auburn while here for a
other useful hints. Book is compiled of follows it throng'd swe-et and secret
certained
for
youirslelf
that
it
is
harm
week’s
outing
had
good
luck
fishing,
8.25 P. M.
Even if your friend has told facts and observations made by the author. places, delaying him with fragrant
Mixed train leaves fo r Farmington at 6.45 A . M. landing a number of 3-pound
trout less.
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
and arrives from Strong at 10.45 A , M. Leaves
meadows, babbling
stream®, cool
you that it was not loaded, he will and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
for Bigelow at l.P . M. and arrives from Bigelow and salmon.
and rocks, and
appreciate
and
approve
of
your
extra
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat, shadows cf trees
W
.
A.
Marnev
of
Lewis.tcn
and
at 4.15 P. M.
Trip Down the Yukon, The Cabin Boat, How to
BIGELOW. Passenger train arrives from K ing- friend, H. K. Buckner of
Build a Cabin Boat, The Cabin Boat’s Equipment, bringing him at last to hi® jcuiru-ey’s
Wollaston, care to avoid any possible accident.
Furnishings and Furniture, Odds and Ends of end with a kind of a surprise and
Never
put
a
shell
in
your
gun
ex
field at 10.00 A . M. and from Farmington at 7.28 Mass., are spending the week
here
Equipment, The Skiff or Tender, The Gasoline
P. M: Leaves fo r Farmington at 10.50 A . M. and
Launch,
What to Wear, Things to Eat, Cabin regret.
cept
when
you
are
at
the
score
and
and yesterday morning before break
Expenses, Cabin Boating Waters, Maps and
7.35 P. M.
ready to shoot.
If the trap breaks Boat
Those are the brightest flowers
Landing
Lists,
Floating, Floating at Night and in
fast
caught
four
trout
and
two
sal
Mixed train arrives at 2.10 P. M. and leaves at
Fogs, Going Up Stream, Weather, Making Fast which bloom where the crowd never
down,
or
there
i®
a
temporary
delay
mon that would weigh eight pounds.
and Some Rope Hints, Land ngs, Troubles, Care
3.10 P. M.
of the Boat, Ways of Making Money, On Making think to look for them-.
Those are
SUNDAY T R A IN .
The owners of private camps on in the shooting, open, your gun and Notes,
Land Hints. Photographing, Game and
Leaves Rangeley for Farmington at 10,o0 A.
take
out
your
slh
ieT
il.
Hunting, Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishing, the fairest views which we discover
the lakes are now sending supplies
Phillips, 12.25 P. M-, Streng 12.47 P. M. and arAmusements, Books, Trapper’s Canoe, A Cabin for ourselves.
We feel a certain
Never cn gun cilub grounds place Boat
Coon Hunt.
rives from Farmington at Strong*, at 2.22 P.
•» and coming in for the summer.
proprietorship in them.
It pleases
a
loaded
gum
on
your
shoulder,
nor
Phillips 2.43 P. M- and R angeley 4.25 P . M.
Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 51.00.
our
sense
of
originality
to
find that
your
S U B S C R IB E N O W
FO R
M AINE let it rest in the hollow cf
F. N. BEAL, G en’ l Manager,
Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.
arm, raking the spectators or youir
(Continued on page seven.)
W O O D S.
Phillips, Maine.

RUSHING WORK
ON NEW CAMP

NOTES FROM
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CANNOT BE
TOO CAREFUL
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MINGO SPRINGS HOTEL and CAMPS

are returning to the Ramgeleys.
Mr. add Mrs. A. D. ElOtfls cf Men
sem, Mas®., Who were here last year,
ISSUED WEEKLY
FANGELEY LAKES, ME.
came last night for a mouth's stay.
Messrs. A. C. Hill1 and L. D. Chap
man of WeiClealey Hid®, Mae®., en
Places Means of Transportation
Phillips, Maine
route to Interlaken. Ledge, Dodge
Within the Control of
Pond, registered here tine first of
L. B. BRACKETT,
Individuals.
v
Buamees Manager the week.
F. .C. Dodd and Benjamin White,
two New Yorkers who are motoring
OUTING EDITION
TIME TABLE THING OF PAST
through Maine, were here for the
pages ........................... T................ $1.00 per year
week-end,.
LOCAL EDITION
Mr. and Mrs,. J. M. Kess'an cf Phila
12 and Id pastes •• ........................... Sl.GC per year
Day of Fixed Routes and Schedules
Can'tdiaa. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub delphia, v,h o
ha\e sipenit
et.a!
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
That Must Be Observed Is No
summers
at
this
hotel,
are
again
5 cents extra.
More— Automobile Has Also
pleasantly located for the season.
Brought City and Country
Mr. and Mrs. S- M. Mem ill of New
Entered as seoon'd class matter. January 21,
*—-v
Together.
ton
Center,
Mas®.,
are
here
fer
a
19#9. at tbe postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
ten
days’
stay.
the A ct of March 3.1879.
“ One of the greatest advantages of
. It was a cordial greeting thift Mr.
the modern, small, light automobile
and
Mrs.
Char
lie®
D.
Fowler,
of
Wash
Tuo Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire
^ies in the fact
State ot Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Camp- ington, D. C., received on their re
RMEN FIND IN R A N G E L E Y LAKE
WHAT FI!
that it places at
air and Outing news, and the Franklin county turn fer another summer by
their
the hands of mil
ocally.
lions of people a
Maine Woods solicits communications and fisb Rangeley Lake House friends.
Frederick Skinner does not let the
means of trans-?
tnd game photographs from its readers.
When ordering the address o; your paper wind or the rain keep him from his
portation entirely
hanged, please give the old as well as new
within their indi
favorite sport cf casting the f y and
d dress.
vidual
control,”
a 4^-pound salmon we® game yester
said a man prominently identified with
day morning.
THURSDAY, JUNE 22, 1916.
the automobile industry. “ Time, speed
Mr. Noirtz and' daughter of Harve,
and direction are all controlled by'
France, the refugee®' who are now
the man at the wheel and no matter
in America, are most
charming i
whether the objective point is one or
people and we are giiad to .welcome
190 miles distant, he can go when he
them to the Rangeleys and learn
pleases, as he pleases, and how he
they are so much pleased with, our
pleases.
country.
They spend much time on
“ The automobile has developed all
■classes of transportation. Street cars,
Guests Smile at the Appearance the lake and Mis® Nortz is an ex
railroads and boat lines all travel
pert casting the fiy, and' Monday
of Sun.
over fixed routes and their running
she handled with much skill he" light
time depends on the schedules
ted, bringing to net a 4%-pound sal
mapped out for them.
mon.
Mr.
Nortz
has
this
week
(Special Correspondence.)
“ Miss a train, and there is nothin©
Rangeley Lake Hcusie, Rangeley, caught a good pair cf salmon weigh
to do but wait for the next one. You
ing
3
pounds
and
Sy2
pound®.
June 21.—Tliis" morning the sun is
are governed entirely by the time
The only reason Mr. Leideley does
table. A motor car puts you nearer,
trying to shine and alii are hoping
in time, to your train, no matter
TH E M A IN BUILD ING
for a “ spell of good weather.” Bat not have a good fish, story to tell is
where you live. With a motor car,
as one enters this attractive and because he does next go-a-fi®hing
you can take a short cut and speed
homelike hotel they soon forget the these day®, but there is plenty of
The kitchen has been made into a up, if necessary, to keep an appoint
(Continued from page one-)
time
yet.
long weeks of rain, fcir everyone has
thoroughly up-to-date apartment and ment or make a train connection. You
Coming in their touring car from
good cheer and a cordial greeting
is in charge cf Chefs
Appleby and are the master and the car waits for
NOTES FROM GRANT’S CAMPS
for the latest comer, and the “ family Kinee, Miss NeuweH of Rochester,
True,
Enough said.
you and, after pressing the starting
N.
Y.,
Mis®
Darby
and
Mrs.
S.
W.
circle’ is fast widening as 'one by
Kenneth Blanchard of New- York button, you can go as far and as fast
Barker
of
Troy,
N.
Y.,
after
a
short
one seme member returns.
her three brothers and guests, Mal io acting as clerk this year and; Mis® as you please.
Captain John Banninster, U. S. A., stay, this manning left for Quebec, colm and Gordon Cus! men of Range- Edith RackLey to® charge of post
“ Fifteen years ago the horse and
railroads were depended upon almost
lias returned for another season and the first party that have gone from ley enjoyed a beautiful birthday cake office and stepograsphy.
entirely for transportation. Then the
is as popular as ever. Already the ! here to Canada by automobile this and ice®.
The popular young Lady
motor car began to forge rapidly to
bridge players are anxiously wait j season.
The
Pretty
Girl.
was the recipient ot' numerous gifts.
ing to have the captain ais their i La&t Sunday afternoon the guests’,
Give the pretty girl her due. Why the front as a means of carrying peo
Messrs. E. C. Foster said C. M.
should she not have her share ot ple and merchandise and it was not
partner, fer not everyone plays as ! were highly favored when they gathr
! ered in the parlor to listen to a Lanrabee and friend® cf Boston, lave honest praise? Too often when one long before it had relegated the horse
good a hand.
to the background.
A distinguished party have been, Imeet helplul and interesting talk giv- ’ returned after a week in camp, comes to investigate he finds a half“ The automobile, more than any oth
ten
by
Rev.
W.
J.
Thompson
of
New
They
were
accompanied
ly
Masons.
contemptuous
note
in
the
description
entertained at this hotel during the
er transportation agency, has brought
York,
who
with,
his
wife
and
daugl>!
Paul
Fen,nelly
and
A.
D,
Hamilton,.
of
some
girl
whose
beauty
stands
out
week, Mr. and Mrs. Lorz Anderson
so prominently that it blinds the ob city and country together. It is the
of Washington, D. C., who came in j tens are spending the month of IMessrs. Larrabee and sister make
server to her other virtues. Yes, other only thing that has made suburban
Juane
at
this
hotel.
Mr.
Thompson
au
annua}
trip
and
each
year
introtheir private car as far as
South
virtues.
In itself beauty is a virtue, life away from the railroads possible.
Rangeley with valet and maidis. They ■took for his subject, “ Thanksgiving duce some friends to the beauties of just as cheerfulness and unselfishness Where the railroads touch only the
high spots of civilization, the motor
' : I I i'|J ! i Lil Kennebago.
had for a guest Mrs. A. Porter, wife and Prayer."
and sincerity are virtues. It is almost
M
ir®.
C.
Evenett
Beane
and damghMessrs. II. P. Andrew® and Ctos. as hard to cultivate these others as it car weaves its way among farms and
of one of Boston’s most celebrated
surgeons and were joined by C. R. ; ter, Mis® Ida L. Beane cf Boston, J.' Sawyer cf Hudson, Mas®'., are in is to take thought and add a degree villages in the most obscure parts of
the world.
Simpkiinson, brother of Congressman Iwho came when, the house opened, camp fciP their annual fishing trip. to beauty. Often they are natural gifts,
“ Motor cars have quickened the dis
Simpkinson.
Mr. Andersen
was Ithis morning accompanied Mis® Inez Cha®. Coombs of Natick, Mas®., ac- and yet a girl with these natural gifts tribution of farm products and have
is
given
credit
for
cultivating
them,
Grose
to
Stratton
for
a
visit.
Mis®
companied
them
this
year.
These
minister to Japan from the United
increased the radius of the merchants’
States and; later under
President Grose, who is now in Simmon'e Col- gentlemen have for guide's, Charles while the one who is “ only pretty’’ is delivery system. Traveling salesmen
condemned on the ground that she
Taft was minister to Holland,
It ' lege, with her classmate, Miss Helen Cushman, Frank Philbriek and Her
has had nothing to do w-ith her looks, now find it possible to double their
have bert Moore.
was only a - few day® ago Mirs. An iGirauert of Ruthfcrd, N. J.,
that heredity or luck or something else territory and cover the ground in oneMr. and Mrs. Daniel P.
Hays
dersen', at her beautiful estate in 1been spending a short time at this
made her pretty, and that she is sat half the time it used to take them
Broekline, Mass., gave an elaborate 1hotel with Miss Beam, and Mr. Grose were week-end visitor® and spent isfied to be pretty and nothing else. with horse and railroad facilities.
“ In fact the automobile has been a
fete, thereby raising thousands of came to take them home with him Sunday at Little Kennel ago Lake, Give the pretty girl her due. Admit
where they had good fishing and that whether she wills or not she is boon to all mankind and If any one
dollars for the Belgium Fund
of by automobile.
| Mi'S® Ada Howe of Dix field is the saw a beautiful deer.
doing a service in the world, just as class has been benefited more than
which. Mr. Andersen is chairman.
Messrs. H. C. Anderson, West Rox- the rainbow or the violet or the moun another, It is the farmers. This is
Mr. and Mrs. N. L. Tunis of New guest of Miss Ruth Marble this week.
especially noticeable since the small,
York were welcomed by many old 1 Although the golf link® are not yet bury, Mass., and E. D. Berry, Hacken tain do their part. And admit, too, light, economical car has been per
/
friends on their arrival1 Friday and dry enough to play on, the tennis sack, N. J., found camp life so at that usually she is glad to render her fected, as Is shown by the increasing
court is in shape, so that the young tractive last year that they return share to the joy of the world, that,
will remain for the season as usual.
sung but usually unappreciated, she ! number of our new light models that
C. E. Knowles cf Pittsburgh, Penn., Ipeople have had games between ed fer this season.
is doing something for the good of 1are finding their way Into the rural
Arthur LT"""*Knapp of Lowell, Mass., humanity.—Columbia State.
came on Saturday and to cne of the showers.
districts.
many wlio are wondering when it • Mr. and Mrs. Edward Stanley, Ed is among the famiiiar one® to be
will stop raining long enough for ward Child® and daughter, Mrs. J. N. welcomed, he Laving missed but ore
Increase Capital Stock.
To Clean Unvarnished Paint.
That
automobile
manufacturers
the golf course to dry, so the lovers Prince of Boston and James Brigham year in the WhcJe time the camps
Put upon a plate some of the best
of the game can' follow the ball over of Springfield, 'Mas®., were among have been open.
|whiting, have ready some clean, warm have great confidence In the future of
j those who regretfully started
homethe green.
A. W. Harris cf Boston is enjoy water and a piece of flannel, which dip the industry in the United States is
ing hi® first visit iin camp, guided into the water and squeeze nearly 6hown by the fact that during 1915
Richard Bullock and1 friend, F. C. i ward this week.
Later.—We are glad to announce by Harold Fuller.
dry; then take as much whiting as ten of the leading companies increased
Nichols of Fitchburg, Mass., returned
their capital stock from $35,675,000 to
home this morning after a pleasant the fact that the sun i® shining, the
Messrs. Frank W. Butler, Farming- will adhere to it, apply to the paint,
New additions have
|wind is in. the west, and that Mrs. ton, Frank B. Fish, Lee D. Hodge- when a little rubbing will Instantly $204,900,000.
stay of several days.
remove any dirt or grease. Wash off been built at almost every plant. It is
Charles
R.
Adam®
of
Philadelphia
It was very popular for parties last
kin® and Cihisis. P. Hatch' c>f Portland well with water and rub dry with a estimated that at least 255 acres of
summer to motcr over from Belgrade 1with her golf club® has started across were week-end visiters in camp and soft cloth. Paint thus cleaned looks floor space have been added to the fac
The young folk® are hav enjoyed some fine fishing.
Lake®, take dinner and spend a few the link®.
equal to new and without doing the tories by reason of the additions.
ing
a
game
of tennis, and a comhours in town and the first to do so
“ Why don’t you start a
Nature least injury to the most delicate color
'
pany
of
ladle®
are
sitting
out
on
this year was C. Bulkier and; friend!®,
camp,” observed a lady guest while It will preserve the paint much long
It is an expensive proposition to
who came across the country in their the veranda -with, their reading and standgin en the veranda one day. er than if cleaned with soap, and it save money by buying a low-grade au
knitting.
These
are
sure
signs
of
touring car and dined at tihito hotel
“ Everything usual'y wild seem® to does not require more than half the tomobile oil because it is cheap.
Iwarm pleasant weather, the much be perfectly friendly here,’’ as she time usually occupied in cleaning.
Thursday.
Mrs. s. G. Wheatland of Saltern, wanted “ cM-fasliicned Rangeley June watched a red squirrel running up on
Mass., who has a beautiful summer days.”
the back of the small son of the
Flying Bird Broke Window.
Armed Plants.
home on, Rangeley Lake, “Camp
house in search cf peanuts which he
Ther
great speed and force with
Many plants protect themselves
Proof That V/e Are Sheepish.
Caprice,” is spending the remainder
knew wouij be forthcoming.
Deer f r0D1 their enemies by the use of which birds fly was strikingly illus
The
Pittsburgh
man
who
several
of June at this hotel much to the de
trated the other day when a partridge
years ago won a dinner from an In stand unafraid in. tie midd e of t ■e spikes or prickles, and venom, just as
light of her friends.
crashed through a large window in
diana county relative by taking a road and watch curiouisilly the passe rs 1certain animals do. Of those using
After an absence cf five yetars small piece of wood, a hammer and by, while baby rabbit® feed content- the first-named device there are—as a country residence near Red Wing,
Dr. C, W. Packard cf New York and a nail and blocking traffic on lower edly in the clover.
Hundreds
cf a naturalist pointed out—innumerable Minn. The window was glazed with
brother, Rev.' E. N.
Packard of Fifth avenue of the steel metropolis bird® la ve masted in the grounds a- j examples. The bramble, the gorse, and plate glass, one-fourth inch thick. The
Stratford, Conn., were heartily greet by hammering the nail into the shin bout the camp® and in the manning!
^olly aie familiar instances of bird,’ which weighed 20 ounces, was
found dead in the living room 11 feet
ed cm their arrival last evening and gle resting on the sidewalk has a as early as it ii® light they LI! t e shrubs and trees “ armed to the teeth,”
from the window.
The impact ol
so
to
speak.
Many
plants
imitate
the
hepe they will find the fishing go'd follower here who did a similar stunt. air with their thrilisi and warble". A
reptiles in arming themselves with its body broke a hole in the heavy
The New Yorker won nis wager by large flock cf the
and enjoy tine days out of doers'.
beautiful cedar venom. Of these aro the deadly night glass about three feet in diameter.
Mr. and Mrs,. Theodore Kiendi\ Jr., placing a ball of paper six inches in wax wing® have intolitedi th e tree s in shade, or belladonna, and the nux vo This window is more than five feet
diameter
at
the
corner
of
Wall
street
of New York City, w' o came Sun
mica. Less destructively inclined are square and close to the ground. It
and Broadway and by staring at it front of the offic e this year.
day on their bridal trip, have to
A large, mew motcr true k hcfdimg those plants which are simply protect overlooks a large lawn which at cer
got a crowd of a hundred people in
shorten their sojourn, as, Mr. Kin d ! live minutes. It proved the old con 20 pag'sengier® ha® teen added to t 'e ed by their disagreeable taste. The tain times cf the day is very vividly
common buttercup, which is one of reflected in the glass. It is thought
is cue that the country rial® to, duty tention of the psychology of crowds, convenience®1of traffic: tl is ®; aeon.
that the bird was deceived by the re
and he has, to return, to New York.
showed that all the yokels are not
Carpenters have been bu&y en these, is generally shunned by horses
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Midi,cl cf living in the country and revealed larging and remodelling the din and cattle. A plant which, like the flection and supposed it was flying
skunk, is protected by a disagreeable through an opening when it met its
New York are among this week’s that we humans all are more or less ing room.
By putting in a ©'as® smell is the figwort. Only that hardy death.
All but two or three very
corners who remain until July and sheep.—New York Letter to Pitts front toward® tie lake til'is gives a
and insensitivo animal, the goat, will small pieces of the broken glass were
burgh
Dispatch.
are happy to be among those who
most attractive \isw cf the water. touch it.
thrown Into the room.
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CLASSIFIED
One cent a word la advance. No headline or
other display. S u b jects in a. b. c, order

FOR SALE— Desirable house lots In
Phillips.
Address Maine W oods.
,

FOR SALE-—Pressed
straw. Small
pigs and shoats.
B. F. Beal, P! aiilips, Me.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Young, j
•ound, acclimated horses. Doth heavy !
and fight.
'Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross, j
Phillips, Me.
A , _____________________________ ______:

hioeintnats raws?,,

. f4ANU?A(^[ti£R$'

ENUPF

FOR SALE— Tile W. C. Beal farm, j
B. F. Beal, Phillips, Me.
FOR SALE C.R TO RENT—Camp in
Maine wcods, finl'y furnished, all ionvenieuces, intfouliin* motor boat. I or j
particulars apply' to Maine Woods.
:«___________________________ __________j
FOR SALE—Farm and land in Phil
lips, field, pasture and orchard. Five ]
minutes va!k from station.
Write
for particulars. D. R. Ross, Phillips,
Me.
FOR SALE— Barred Rock eggs. Good !
cross of prize winning birds. Special
pen, 75 cents per setting; others 50 I
cents.
Hannah E. Buker, Weld, Me. j
FOR SERVICE—White Chester boar.
Don Ross, Phillips, Me.
WANTfED—'.Man owning 1orse
to j
drive Grand Union Tea Cart through j
Phillips, Strong, King field and sur-1
rounding towns.

LOTTA
SUN

R A IN

NATURALLY GOOD
TOBACCO does it!
A ll the experimenting in the world couldn’t
improve the natural flavor of the tobacco in Per
fection Cigarettes.
S o — w e give you this tobacco exactly as de
licious as N A T U R E made it
N a tu ra lly good— don’t forget that — crowded
full of its own original mellowness and refresh
ing, sprightly taste.
P erfection s are u n u s u a l— sim p ly because
they’re

JUST NATURALLY GOOD
WANTED—Horses and young stock
to pasture in the
Morton pasture j
near Mt. Blue.
F. A.
Phillips, |
Maine Telephone 36-2.
---------------------------------------------------------- j
FIREARMS AND ANTIQUES. Buy,'
sell, exchange all sorts cf old-time
and modern firearms. Stephen. Van
Renssalaer, Antiques, 22 East 34th
Street, New York.
WANTED— First-class man cook for
boys’ summer camp, North Belgrade,
Maine.
Best cf references required.
Good pay to right man.
Apply to
Henry Richards, Gardiner, Me.

c

W §M fM

Ox

Perfection

FOR RENT—“ Birch Point
Lodge,’
situated on Lake Mooselookmeguntic
A p la in , p l u m -c o lo r e d
directly opposite
“ The
Birches,”
package but— real smokes
known as the Newport of Maine.
Unquestionably the most beautiful
spot in tire Rangeley Lake conmtry.
Comfortably accommodates fourteen
persons, modem plumbing, ice house
#full, wood shed stocked, motor boat,
rowboats and canoes, all in good
condition.
Salmon and trout fishing.
Apply to J. L. Kraus, 29 Broadway,
WANTED— Motor boat (eighteen foot breakers fer the number of peopllle
New York City.
preferred).
Miuist be safe for fam in camp a® wefD as the number of
ily
use
and
suiba.blle
for the Richard fish taken, a© compared with, other
WANTED— Men to work on Kin g fie ld
son
Lakes
ajnd
be
complete
and in years, notwithstanding the fact that
bridge.
Rate 25 cents per hour.
first-class condition.
Send full de the weather has been- coM and
Come ready to work. Address Sand
scription to W. C, Renwick, Summit, stormy most of the time.
ers Engineering Co., Kingfield, Me.
It would be almost imipcssiJlGle to
N. J.
tali who cauig’ t fiisih, cir what partic
WANTED—A few summer boarders
ular person, netted the greatest num
at Grand View Farm.
Good fishdntg
ber.
C f course, a fe w ihiaadi'inocs
and hunting.
Anyone looking for a
show up, among them, A. H. Wood
quiet, healthful place wiiE do well to
of Upper Dam fame, who was jucky
iDquire at Maine Woods office.
enough to Hand a 1(FA-pound male sal
mon,. This wa©1a beautiful specimen
FOR SALE}—Team outfit, horses,
which Mir. Wood is laving mounted
weighing 3200, nine and ten, clever,, Many Arrivals and all Having a for future reference.
good order, good workers;
harness,
John O’Day, the man who never
Fine Time.
wagon and sled©, nearly new, all in
catches fish, in P i e r c e Pcnidi, landed
good repair. W ill sellil cheap. If in
a fine trout C at tipped the sc-aCte® at
terested come and see them, or ad
about 5 pounds.
Some people were
bold enough, to say that John’s scai’es
(Special to Maine Woods.)
dress Box 35, E’ayette, Maine.
Pierce Pond Sporting Camps, Oar- were pulled dawn a notch) cr two be
BOARDERS wanted at Camp Dewey, atunk, Me., June 16.—-The tu.inoe forehand, but, be tf at as it m a y ,
Vannum Pond.
Best c f camp ser weeks ending May 31st were record the fish proved itself to be a good
specimen cf thie “redspot’’ eo famous
vice.
Boats to lot, fine beaciln lor
in Pierce Pond.
John, aCteo on side
bathing. Weekly boarders taken, Onfly
trips to O’Day Pend caugii t C ie limit
$7.00 to $10.50 per week, according
rn a Fy three days ini succession,
to room.
Write- Mrs. El. E. Farmer,
toe fish, averaging about 2 % pounds.
Temple, Me.
The C. S. Hiumphiery
party of
)R
SALE-—Hciuaeiho-kl
furniture,
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries Portsmouth,, N. H., and Madison,, Me.,
Tills
>ve, ice cream, freeze^, washing for maps o f the fishing regions of the arrived Monday, May 29t!\
Rate, etc. We can furnish the follow party was composed of five men and
whine, graphophoue wlith 200 re
ing maps:
seven women who provied to be a
nds.
Selili cheap if taken at once,
$2 50 jolly crowd, and although they had
•s. F. J. Toothaker, RhiiUltip®, Me. Franklin County
.50
Somerset County
,50 one. day terrible rain storm they
■1. 16-11.
Oxford County
thiemsiollve® very
.50 seemed to enjoy
Piscataquis County
.50 rough.
No
one
knows
just how
Aroostook
County
)R SALE—'My hotel, camp© and Washington Count y
.60 many fish they
caught, but iMp.
id at Carry Pond.
Will se’i to Outing map of Maine, 20x^5 m
1.0C
Humphrey in parting sarld, “ Charles,
3 right party on eaisy terms. Will Geological map of Maine
.’ 35 w,e have ail had a great time, been
R.
R.
map
o
f
Maine
ie house, ihcnse Dot© cr farm pirop.3f used fine, and are coming again.”
Androscoggin County
ty as payment at its value.
Henry Cumberland County
.-3f
Get a letter from R. I. Richardson,
.50
Lane, Carry Pond', Me.
Hancock County
He said in part:
.35 of New York.
Kennebec County
.35
Knox
County
)R SALE)—D elicious wild' stravvber.35
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
preserves.
Strictly pure, frrst- Penobscot County
5f.
Whenever you write to one of our
.35
i<ss.
Pint® 60 cents.
Mrs. Robert Waldo County
advertisers,
don’t forget to mention
.35
York County
aiding North Perry, Maine.

IO for 5*

GREAT FISHING
AT PIERCE POND

MAPS OF MAINE
RESORTS AND ROADS

FOR SALE}—Tw o bor&e McCormick
mower, twio kior&G potato hoe, 8 ET.
P. Reliance engine, tw o seated Dem
ocrat.
J, L. W ocds, Pil-iilT-iiP'S, JVfe.

.

J. W BRACKETT CO.,
Phillips}
Maine.

CIGARETTES

Also packed ‘20foiiOt

Mr. Etenberger landed a 5^ -pound,
“ This is the first time in) five yeans
that I couM get away from bnsimesis, 614 -pound and a 10-pound; salmon,
but I want to come back to o’d This was more than the limit, but
Pierce Pond once more and' have a a 9 ihe caught the smaller ones first
try at seme of those large salmon.” be had another cihamee,
Mr, Ridhlardison got a 3%-pound
His party arrived June 13th'.
Carl
Bean and Armand
Spaulding will trout and 4% -pound salmon on a fly.
Mr. Phipps netted a 3-pound' trout
guide them.
and
a 4 ^ -pound salmon. Paul Turner
We understand that Otter Pond
Camps are ready to cater to sports also landed a 6-pound salmon.
C. A. Spalding.
men.
Mr. Bowers .has engaged Mir.
and Mrs. Archie Berry as camp help.
Remittances Wanted.
Mrs. Berry is a fine ccok and “ Ar
For hours the sympathetic mother
chie’’ is right there with the goods
had listened to her son’s tirade against
when it comes to putting 1.is men the college that had expelled him in
over a fine fislhu While guiding at disgrace and against his father for
Pierce Pend recently his sportsman abetting them in it. “P it, dear,” she
“ hooked cn ” to six ii?.rgie salmon in said at last, “you really cannot blame
your father for being angry.
You
one afternoon. *
The recent arrivals in camp . to must see that you have made a very
date are:
Paul Turner, Barger; H. bad return for all his unremitting kind
E. Holbrook, Er. W. E, Nolen, and ness.” “ Ah, that’s just it,” retorted
Dr. Cornwall of Boston.; W. J. Bod- the irate student. “ If it hadn’t been
so confoundedly ’unremitting’ I could
well, Albert Ouellette, Mr. Wii’liet, W. have pulled through.”
E. Nutter, Ned Eodwell, Sanford;
James Clemens, Boston and
Ben
Berry, Belfast, Oral Eean guided
two of this party; A. H. Wood, Bos
ton, Carl Bean guide; Albert I. Dray
ton, Jersey City and Henry W. Part
FOR
ridge of Brooklyn,, O. T. Bean and
G U N S AND
B. H. Hurneweri acted as guide®;
FISH- RODS
E. W. Rartnam, Mis© Helen RackW illia m F. N y e is i he great
wood, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Morn am,, cf
Boston, Guy Temple and Archie E r- est authority on refined oils in the
ry guided the four last named wedd. He was the first bottler; has
people; Mr. and, Mrs. C. S. Humph the largest business and N Y O IL
reys, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Adams and is the best oil he has evei made.
Ralph Humphreys of Madison., A. C.
N Y O IL
Humphreys and Mrs. Humphreys, Mr.
HAS NO EQUAL.
and Mrs. A. C. Graven and Miss
Hope Waldron, Portsmouth,, N. H.,
Beware of scented mixtures called
Use NYOIL on everything
John O’Day, Henry M. Fenton, F. J. oil.
Sampson, and Dan Corcoran of Bos where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
ton.
Wame Collins, Carl Bean., Car- tion.
son Young and Guy Tom pda guided
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
the O’Day party.
find it by far the best. Hardware and
Later, June loth, a very
good sporting
goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
Maine Woods.
It is important
to catch cf fish was taken by W. B.
Etenberger, with Carl
Eean
for in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
you to do so; important to us and
guide.
R. I. Richahdson, Arim,anid
WM. F. NYE,
the advertiser
naturally
wants to Spaulding, guide, and Mr.
Phipps',
New Bedford, Mass.
know where you found his nacme.
guided by 0. T. Bean.

MAINE

WOODS,

more and wider advertising.

There’s

P A G E SIX

WHERE DOES
AROOSTOOK BEGIN?
All Now Ready at Billy’s—Hinds
and Wellman Party Will
Arrive Soon.
Oxbow, Me., June 5, 1916.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:

room for all.
Memorial Day abservaincies.
were
hampered somewhat by unfavorable
weather conditions.
After the cere
monies at the cemetery at Miasardiis
there was a union picnic, on the Cole
estate opposite the grave yard. The
program was not allowed' to go by
default; better weather next time
w© hope.
Rev. N. B. Ackerman’s
address was thoroughly patriotic and
was greatly appreciated by a'l Who
heard it.
Mir. Ackerman proposes
to hold a week of evangelistic ser
vice® in tilie church at the Bow be
fore long.
The spirit of Bdl’Jly Sun
day goes before his actual presence
in the east, and doubtless will per
meate the land from) Maine to Cali
fornia.
Let the good work go on.
Righteousness is simply
rightness;
and most, if not a'l, will' choose to
do right seme of the time.
Foxes are often soon hereabouts,
and we hear of several large black
bears being shot or trapped in reg
ions not very far away.
Broods of
wild ducks have their temporary
homes cm and about cur streams-.
Plenty of deer and many moose tracks
are seen in the Otter brook country
north of the Bow.
Billy was over
there last week inspecting his hunt
ing camps and reported having seen
12 deer, five in a bunch, on what ap
peared to he a natural ‘‘salt lick.”
He also captured a goed string of
trout on the way in.
A party of four from Presque Isle,
just in; from a trip to Ldtlte Pleas
ant Pc-nd, near Munsungan, showed
a small pickle barrel Bull' of
sizeable square tails.
The fish in
Little Pleasant Pond are of good
size and very plentiful we are told.
The local Grange initiated nine or
ten members last Saturday night.
Umcolcus Lodge is a prosperous,
wide-awake institution, and is fast
getting its fine, large building into
shape for immediate use. It is cen
trally located and is bound to be
come a social center of wide influ
ence for the good of the whole com
munity.
Mr. S. T. Welimiam and family of
Cleveland, Oihio, will arrive an or
about the 15th inst.
They will be
the first regular guests of the sea
son of 1916 at Capt. Billy Soule’s
Oxbow home camp.
They will have
four guides and alii the “ fixine” to
match.

It has- ocouirred to me that it
migiliit not be amii'S® to blaze a trail
from Bangor, so that ‘‘the wayfaring
man .though, a fool', neied not ©nr theaie
in,” but come right up to Bi'lily’e front
door at the Bow.
Here Sit is, as
laid out |cr me by Walter D. Hinds1,
Who often comes over the road in
his auto from Portland, viz: Bangor
to Oldtown-, follow the river to HaGrange, thence to Howiland; cross riv
er to South Lincoln, then Linicoln';
thence to Winin and Mattawamkeag. A
bout a mile and a half beyond Matta
wamikeag, near a covered bridge turn
to left for Sherman, and Sherman
Mills; thence to Patten; thence to
Moro, and fellow read to Oxbow.
Good roads, usually, all the way.
Liibby’s Camps' are receiving new
comers every week-end now.
Late
arrivals are:
Morris Williams, Phil
adelphia, Penn.; Edward
Brennan,
W. R. Reinhardt, J. M. Maurer, Shamokin, Penn.
They have gone up riv
er to Lake Mnnsungan and beyond
perhaps.
Last Saturday’s arrivals at Libby’s
were:
F. A. Wallace, H. L. Davis,
C. D. 'Morris, C. W. Leavenworth, all
from Wallingford, Conn. They went
up river Sunday morning to Lake
Munsumgan, with Charlie Rowe, Char
lie Weeks, El lie Currier and Herman
Junking for guides.
Rain fell stead
ily nearly all day.
The box supper and dansant given
by the local Grange 'last Thursday
evening in the new Grange hall was
largely attended by Bowites and
many from neighboring villages. The
three Raffords from Ashland gave in
spiring music Which greatly pleased
both old and young.
The affair
netted the Grange about $45.
The Christian Endeavor Society
social at the little church on the
hill was successfully
carried out
under the leadership of Rev. N. B.
Ackerman and the Misses
Parker
and MacLaughlin, schoolteachers at
the Bow.
For a little
community
Oxbcw is wide awake and thinks of
Ply fishing is now on the regu’ar
something more than liousehold drud menu, and natural flies are not mis
gery, potatoes and Logging.
They sing though, not yet pestiferous.
read the Banger and Boston papers,
The following Hines, picked up on
too.
the highway at the Bow. sound good
Pasturage is in fine feather, and
enough to be printed.
What say
the cro p s prom ise w ell for a prosper
you?
ous season.
Stream fishing holds
good, and fly fishing is now in order
or the lakes in the back country.

That's Where Aroostook begins.

Don’t waste time with or
dinary flour when your gro
cer can give you William
Tell, milled from Ohio Red
Winter Wheat. Order a sack
today and do some blue
ribbon baking. You can
win domestic science’prizes
with the good things baked
from W illia m Tell, the
flour that goes farther.

Up where the pure air is blowing;
Up where the trout streams are
flowing;
Up where there’s reaping and sow
ing;
Up where the true sports are going—
That’s Where Aroostook begins.
Up
Up
Up
Up

where a game world is making;
where forests, are shaping;
where there’s buying and giving;
where there’s sighing and sing
ing—
That’s where Aroostook begins.

Wibo the author was I know net.
It was written with a pencil, on
cheap paper (paper stock is scarce
and expensive) and I have taken
some liberties with, the text.
My
apologies are extended to the auth
or; I’m sure he has something better
up his sleeve.
Yours, cordially,
J. C. Hartsbcune.
Nation’s Chief Justices.

W illia m
T e ll
C.

H.

McKenzie Trading
Phillips, Maine.

Co.,

MAINE, JUNE 22, 1916.

UCU iV Q

D U U IY O

The chief ju stices o f the United
States, beginning with the first and
continuing to the present day, have
been as follow s: John Rutledge, 1795,
for one term o f the court, but was not
confirmed bp the senate; Oliver E lls
worth, 1796-1799; John Marshall, 18011836; Ro*or B. Taney, 1836-1864; Sal
mon P, Chase, 1864-1873; Morrison R.
Waite, 18? i 18SS; M elville W. Fuller,
ISS61S10; Edward D. White, 1910.

FOR h u n t e r s , t r a p p e r s ,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN
CANADIAN WILDS

HUNTING DOGS

T h e following books are endorsed
e s c r i b e s in a
by leading publishers, hunters, trap
practical man
pers and sportsmen in North America.
ner, the
training,
handling, treatment,
T h e information they contain is re
breeds,
etc., best
liable, having been gathered from ac
adapted for n i g h t
hunting, as well as
tual expiences and successful experi
gun dogs for daylight
ments of men who are leaders in the
sport. This book is
not intended for the
different branches covered by these
field trial dog men,
works.
but is for the real
dog men who delight
T h ese books should be in the
in chases that are
hands of every man who goes into
genuine.
Contains
the woods, either for pleasure or 253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus
trations, 26 chapters as follows;
profit.
Part 1—Hunting Dors. Night H u n tin g The

D

FOX TRAPPING
BOOK of
instruction
tells how to trap
s n a r e , poison
and shoot. A
valuable b o o k
for trappers. If
all the methods
as given in this
had been stud
ied out by one
man and he had
begun trapping
when Columbus
discovered
America, more
than four hun
dred years ago
he would not be
half completed. This book is edited by A.
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra
tions, and about 200 pages, is divided into
22 chapters, as follows:
General Information; Baits and Scents;
Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent;
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire
and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison;
My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods;
Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old
Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches;
Steel Traps.

A

Night Hunting Dog—His Ancestry. Training
the Hunting Dog. Training the Coon Dog. Train
ing fat Skunk, Opossum and Mink. W olf and
Coyote Hunting. Training for Squirrels and
and Rabbits. Training the Deer Hound. Training
--Specific Things to Teach, Training—Random
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2—Breed
ing and Care o f Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care
and Breeding. Breeding. Breeding (Continued),
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Hints, Ail
ments o f the Dog. Part 3—Dog Lore—Still Trailers vs Tonguers. Music, The Dog on the Trap
Line, Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4—The
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound. The
Beagle, Dachshund and Basset Hound. Pointers
and Setters. Spaniels. Terriers—Airedales. Scotch
Collies. House and Watch Dogs. A Farmer Hunt
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical
Terms.

BOOK o f g ^
information P* '
A
about fur-bearing!

_| p r a c t i c a l

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

SCIENCE OF TRAPPING

D

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

DEADFALLS AND SNARES
BOOK of in
structions f o 1
A
trappers about these

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

ORDERS TO

Land Cruising and Prospecting

r

S A valuable
book for home
steaders, hunters,
prospectors, guides
etc. The writer,
Mr. A. F. Wallace,
an e x p e r i e n c e d
land surveyor, land
cruiser and pros
pector, in his intro
duction says: “ To
the men who fol_ low the compass.
the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed.
It is not intended for the ‘ Professor’ who
can tell you all about things after they are
done (by someone else).” Contains about
200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper,
with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20
chapters as follows:
Maps; The Compass; Examining and Lo
cating; Early Surveys; Corner Marks; Mis
cellaneous Information; Points for Home
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling
Ore; How to Locate a Claim; Poor Man’s
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

a n d o t h e r home
made traps by A. R.
Harding. This book
contains 232 pages,
sizes 5 x 7 inches,)
and 84 drawings and
illustrations, printed
on good heavy pa
per. The most com
plete book on how
to m a k e “ home
made” traps ever
published. Building
deadfalls and con
structing snares, as
explained in mis
this book
oook is of value to trap
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards,
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing.
The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set;
When to Build; Where to Build; The Proper
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare;
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; Num
ber of Traps; When to Trap; Season’s Catch;
General information; Skinning and Stretch
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to
Market; Steel Traps.

The Hudson’s Bay C< mpany; The "Free Trader”
Outfitting; Indians. Trackers of the North, Provis
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts. About
Indians, Wholesome Foods. Officer’s Allowances,
Indian Packs, Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver,
Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten, Indian
Mode o f Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode o f Hunting
Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success, Things
to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal,
The Care o f Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness. A Case
of Nerve, Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike. The Brass
Eyed Duck, Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Neces
sary. A Heroic Adven'ure. Wild Oxen, Long Lake
Indians, Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.

Price, postpaid, cloth hound 60 cents

STEEL TRAPS
ESCRIBES the
various makes
nd tells how to use
them. Also chapters
on care of pelts, etc.
This book contains
333 pages, 5 x 7 in.,
rand 130 illustrations,
printed on good qual
ity heavy paper. Just
the book that trappers
have long needed.
Gives the history’ of
steel traps, how made,
sizes for various ani
mals with detailed in
structions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall T-apping; Land
Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap’
Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.

D

E S C R IBES the
f ur-b e a r i n g
animals, their
nature, habits
—a and distribu
ti on, w i t h

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

T

ELLS about the
Hudson Bay Com
pany; Northern Indians!
and their Modes of
Hunting, Trapping, etc
Provisions f o r t h »
Wilderness, Things to
Avoid, etc., etc. The
author (Martin Hunter)
was with the Hudson
Bay Company for about
40 years—from 1863 to
1903 and the informa-1
tion is given from al
most a half century’s !
experience. This book contains 277 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows;

Price, postpaid, cloth hound 60 cents.

animals, enclos-lr
ures, their habits,II
care, etc., and is If
th e recognized I j
authority on Jur\
raising—now in
fourth edition—
written from in
formation secur
ed from reliable
sources, includ
ing U. S. Govern
ment r e p o r t s .
Demand for furs
is increasing yearly while the supply is be
coming less.
Fur farming is a profitable
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters
as follows:
Supply and Demand, What Animals to
Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur
Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox
Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink
Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais
ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the
Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching,
Deer Farming.

methods for
their capture.
Contains 245
pages, size 5
x 7 inches,
with 40 illus
trations. The
c h a p t e r on
“ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
young and inexperienced hunters and trap
pers, as the author shows drawings of the
footprints of the various animals. The au
thor is personally acquainted with some of
the most expert trappers in North America,
Up where the handclasps are strong and has also followed the Indians over their
trap lines, and in this way learned many
er;
things which to the white man are not gen
Up Where the smile dwells the long erally known.
The book contains twenty-four chapters
er;
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk;
Up where the sun shines much The Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The
stronger;
Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk
rat; The Fox; The Wolf; The Bear; The
Up where the winter’s some longer,
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The
That’s wliere Aroostook begins.
Lynx; Bay Lynx or Wild Cat; The Cougar;
The Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The
Up where the sky is quite bluer;
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs;
Steel Traps.
Up where the home life is. truer;

W a lter D. Hinds and party is e x 
p ected from
Portland this
week.
E verybody know s when W a lter “ fly s ”
in ; ihe m akes the dust fly behind
him, and the people know his ma
chine by the speed h e
m aintains,
though the night be dark as Egypt.
Other guests are booked for B illy ’s
to arrive soon,
and
all
is
now
ready fer their com fort and sport.
Up where the home ties bind tighter;
B illy has had m ore inquiries this
Up where the snow fa'l is whiter—
spring than usual ow ing, doubtless to

Blue R ibbon F lour

PHILLIPS,

MINK TRAPPING
BOOK of in
struction, giv
A
ing many methods
of trapping. A val
uable book for trap
pers as it tells in a
plain way what you
want to know, that
is if you want to
catch mink. This
book is edited by
A. R. Harding, con
tains about 59 illus
trations and nearly
200 pages, and is
d i v i d e d into 20
chapters as follows:
General Informa
tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Northern Methods; Unusual Ways; Illinois
Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’
Methods; Many Gdod Methods; Salt Set;
Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
Traps.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

Price, postpaid, cloth bound 60 cents.

CAM P AND TRAIL METHODS

T

HIS is one of the jO g
m o s t practical
books on woodcraft
ever written contain
ing valuable informa
tion for all lovers of
the great outdoors.
The author of this
book has spent years
in the woods, so
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and_________________ _ _
the hardy outdoor people in general. I
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasure!
and Profits of Camping. Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Straps
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and She!
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snow
shoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trai
Sleds, Provisions and Camp "Cookery, Bush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

SCIENCE OF FISHING
'T HE

most practical book on fishing ever published.
: s c ie n c e or
T h e author says;
FISHING
“ For those who have
caught them, as well
as for those who
never have.”
This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
and H O W , W H EN
v'jVT.xkfJJro-''
and W H E R E to
catch them; also tells
the K IN D of tackle
used for each fish.
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art” ; Rods;
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Fltc.; Bait-Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish— Good Places.

■

■l

■■

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents

M A I N E W O O D S , PSS?’

SPECIAL OFFER

Any one of the above 60c* books and one year’s
subscription to M AINE W O O D S , outing edition

$

1.25

genuine Navajo blanket made by the
Indian® with their own native dyes,
as most of the Navajo blankets—
even those made by the Indian®
therm elves—are colored. with modern
dye®, German and otherwise.
You
might try some of the big sporting
goods supply houses in the South
West.

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters
TH E

PEST.;

The pest we have away® witih us.
The trapshooting game is not exempt
In fact the pest comes to a full and
flowering bloom in this sport. Cn the
day of the tournament he comes rush
ing onto the scene of action several
minutes after his squad is cail'led. His
excuses are many— “ the auto broke
down” cr ‘ ‘the trolley was derailed’ ’
— in fact any or all of the old stuff is
used for this occasion.
While he is stair in g the squad mast
er, he feverishly tumbles has gam out
cf the case, dropping the barrel cn
the floor with a nerve racking bang
just to show how much o f a hurry
he's in.
A fter he has butchered his
gun together he suddenly discovers
that he didn’t clean the barrel the
last time he used it and of course he
needs must tear it down again and in
duce some unsophisticated bystander
t. loan him a cleaning red. This iob
over, they get hdm to the firing point
after he has still further pacified the
feelings of the crowd by borrowing a
shooting ccat and a eheflil belt and
even a box o f shell® if he can spot
a dyed-in-the-wool easy mark.
This ha® all been but a preliminary
to the big shew, as it were.
The
pest gets in hi® most effective work
beginning at this point.
Just a® a
starter, his gam jam®.
He always
keep it in the ‘‘punk” of condition,
of course.
Tilings go along smooth.ly for a couple of rounds, then the
pest calls “ pull” out of turn
and
assumes a grieved and injured air
during the mixup in scoring which
follow®.
During the rest o f the
event he enlivens the otherwise dull
and monotonous afternoon with his
sprightly and jovial remarks calcu
lated to soothe the nerves c f the
most improssacnabJe trap shooter. Be
tween events he buttonholes one of
the cider and more consevative membes o f the club and after giving him
a complete resume of bis life from
boyhoed up to the present minute,
he tell® him all! about bow to smash
thq clays with sundry
derogatory
remarks concerning the shooting equipment of every one else in the
place.
He usually ends up by for
getting to pay for his targets.
The pest we have always with us.

city and business.
Do I have to be
a business man before I can join?
Ans. Not necessarily.
5. Wou’d like to know the maxi
mum range of the .45 Colt cartridge.
An®. L*e®s than 1000 yards.
6. Would you use smokeless cart
ridges in a U. S. Army .45 Colt rod
ejection revolver?
An®. Yes.
7. Would they harm the arm?
Ans. No.
8 . What i® the maximum range of
the .30 U. S. Army cartridge as used
in the Krag?
Ans. 4066 yard®.
9. What is the effective range?
Ans. Effective range is rather an
indefinite term. For military purposes
the rifle will have sufficient energy
to kill at considerably over 2000 yds.

II. R. Y.
1. If I were to shoot a Springfield 1903 Model (Government rifle),
where would I aim at 200, 300, 350,
400, 500 and 1000 yards if my rifle
was a zero.
By “ zero” I mean, the
sight being perfect.
Ans. I suppose that you mean
that the rifle '"'a® zeroed correctly,
that is, was sighted with the bullet
starting off parallel: to the Inute tf
sight.
If so, at 200 yards you would
aim 10 inclhe® above the point to be
hit; at 300 yard®. 24 inches; at 350
yards, 35 inches; at 400 yards, 47
inches; at 500 yard®, 80 inches, and
at 1,000 yard®, 40 feet.
2. How many point® cf wind
would I take in a 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 18
and 23 mile gale?
Ans. You have left out two of
the factors which govern the effect
of the wind—you do net state from
what direction the wand is coming
nor the range.
It is therefore im
possible to answer your question.
3. Where would I aim on. the tar
get (18 in. target center) at 500 yds.
with the wind blowing at 12 miles
an hour?
An®. Assuming tha-t the wind were
blowing from the right to the left,
square acros® the range, it would be
necessary to move the wind gauge
approximately l 1/^ points towards the
right, in other words, the direction
in which/ the wind is coming; cr if
you leave the sight®, at zero, it
would be necessary to aim 30 inches
to the right of the center cf the
bull’s-eye.

studio building for Mr. Schroeder a (beauties you turn again to the mourn
mile out of Raingeley village on an tain®.
The middle of the day is an
elevation overlooking Rangeley Lake 1
especially
silent and- deserted time.
and Bald Mountain.
The deer are asleep in seme leafy
Mr. -Schroeder and his pianist, Mir.
covert.
The partridge has gathered!
Cart Safford are expected to arrive
her brood in a quiet nook for their
the end of June and remain until late
noonday na.p, and the wood thrush
September.
It is with just pride j Spares .her sweet voice until! eventhat the Rangeley eemmunity is w el-!<no,
+i----- -— *—
ing.
Yet, there is a contrasting
coming Mr. Schrceder and it is hoped
charm about this silence as the trail
and to be expected that other fam
lead® you -through a tangle cf wood
ous artists will follow in his train
roads -until you strike upon the long
and gradually come to appreciate the
ridges which slope gently from the
beauties of the Rangeley region.
lake to the base of the mountain.
Here you find walking comparatively
OUT-OF-DOOR RECREATION
easy, for in hard wood timber there
is little underbrush- and the long
massive trunks seem like pillar® set
(Continued from page three)
to uphold the level rcof of green. As
we do not need, a hand-board or
you walk onward the woods are very
guide book to tell us when, to admire.
quiet.
It seem®, as if all living
And every man, should owe some
creature® had deserted them. Indeed,
thing to hi® sense of originality. In
if you have- spent much time
in
brief, then, I prefer the by-way to
Maine forests you will wonder at
the highway. On principles, not in a
the absence of life, and almost feel a
lax, immoral way, but c-a soundest
sense of pity for the apparent lone
and. most reasonable ground®, I love
liness cf the squirrels that chatter at
digressions-—in books, in sermons,
you as you pass.
and in journeys; I am; digressing now
After about an hour of easy walk
from Maine’s, production of fine treut
ing
you have the mountain fairly be
and salmon, the subject cf this wan
Not that you can see
dering pen (pencil). Many of your fore ycu.
anything
of
it, for the woods still
beautiful mountain® stand just near
enough to the thoroughfare of travel shut you in, but the path becomes
for thousand®, o f people to see them very steep and every step forward
every year, and just far enough a- is also a step upward, and as you
wa-y from the beaten track to be un stop to rest for a moment, you can,
visited except by a very few of the see already glimpses of the lake
below you.
But at these you wall
v,ise <xuk who love to digress.
not care to look ,for ,
„ a ptty

****
U,e lake|t<, spcil
spell the surprise of a emnd
grand view
which no lazy
man has ever seen
by
-taking’
little
snatches,
of it be
Out of t'he lake flow® the stream,
It is better to keep
winding down along untrodden forest forehand.
valley, until at Length it jcin® other one’s face to the mountain, and then
coming cut from the dark forest up
A. J. B., Pen field, N. Y.
waters and empties, into the ocean,
on
the open, feel the splendor of
Trout from such, stream®- are unex
1. Could you give me the address
celled in flavor.
But in spite of the outlook flash upon- one like a
of the N. R. Davis & Son gun com
revelation.
The character of the
pany ?
this apparent subordination to the
woods through which you pas® a® you
An®. Asso.net, Mass.
lake, stream and treut, the mountains
approach the summit is entirely dif
clearly assert their natural superior
2. Is the Davi,s gun a standard
ity.
They stand up boldly and dom ferent from that on the lower levels.
make gun?
inate their surroundings. The lakes The higher slopes and sharp ridges
Ans. They have been made for
are usually covered with -black tim
J. I. D., Houston, Texas.
stretched at their feet acknowledge
seme years.
.Wherever yon may ber—spruce and hemlock strike their
1. Will a shotgun penetrate furth their lordship.
3. What is the best size shot for
roots among the -rocks and find a
woodchucks?
er on a hot dry day than on. a cold so over the waters o f t)he lakes and
hidden, nourishment.
Their needle®
see old- Katahdin looking down at
Ans. I do not know—I never use damp day?
with the deep, wonderful bed® of
you,
you
will
feel
it
saying
quietly,
•
Ans.
Theoretically
yes.
The
terna shotgun for woodchucks.
About
mos® cover the rock® andi roots.
Personally,
BB size should do. Don’t you think penature lias a very small effect on j “ This is my domain.”
There are shadow® never broken, by
l
never
see
a
mountain
which,
as
it is rather unsportsmanlike to use a the powder; the hotter the powder
the sun, and dark, c o d springs o l
shotgun for such animals even if the anore power, consequently the serts itself in this fashion without
icy water flow fom the cevicesi. You
desiring
to
stand
on
top
of
it,
and
the woodchuck is not a game ani penetration really should be greater
feel a sense of antiquity here which
mal?
on a hot day than, on a cold day. become a sharer in the dominion.
you can never feel among the
The charm of Maine for the angler
To balance this is the fact that dry
maples, and beeches1—Longfellow) was
air cause® greater resistance to the i-6 in its well stocked stream®; and
H. W. Lethbridge, Alta., Canada.
right when be filled hi® forest prim
I recall many pleasant ex
1. 1 have read your Target Tips bullet itihjwn) donjp air. .Both of these lakes.
eval with, ‘‘murmuring pine® and
and Hunting Helps always
with factors are very much of the (hair perience® on stream® which plunge hemlocks.”
A® you approach the
great interest and thank you may splitting order and for practical pur down, through, beds, cf rocks, making open shut your eyes for a moment,
•help me with some information on poses may -be entirely neglected. The succession® of short fall® and pools draw a few long .breaths of the glor
Here in the spring and
shooters of shotgun and rapids.
my question® below, for
which- I reason that
ious breeze, and then look out uipshou’d be greatly obliged to yciu. Be shelf® a,re cautioned, to keep them, in early summer, the speckled treut— od a wonder and delight beyond des
ing a keen big game hunter, I intend a ccld place is net because of the brightest and gamiest of all fish that cription.
to make an extensive shooting trip effect above mentioned, but because swim—are found in great numbers. As
W. W. Blair.
to Alaska.
Until now I have used the continued heat -has a deteriorat the season, advance®, they move away into the deep water of the
the Mannldcher-Schoenauer 9 mm ing effect or the powder itself.
Among the Hopi.
But there a-re. always, a few
2. ,fil tie gun, barrel -ha®, already lakes.
rifle, doubtless an excellent weapon
Among the numerous tribes of In
stragglers
left,
and
I
have
taken
been
cut
off
2
inches
without
harm
for European game.
My experience
dians native to North America few
with, this riffle in t “ e Canadian. Rock ing the pattern, will it hurt to cut them in the rapids at the very end have more interesting characteristics
What could- be more than the Hopi, the name being a con
Where can J of the sea-sen.
ies has proved less, satisfactory as off 2 inches -more?
the velocity is not sufficient to send' the gum- to have it reeboked delightful than to spend an hour cr traction of Hopitu, which means
guarantee a gcod shot over 200 yards. and what will he the price for doing two in the early morning or about “peaceful ones.” The last remnants
sundown of each da.y, in wading this of this once powerful tribe are to bo
An®. Very little game is killed at thd-s work?
Ans. Th,e chances are if you have rushing stream, and casting a fly found in the northeast section of Arb
mu:h over 200 to 300 yard®, even in
zona, United States of America.
long range mountain shooting, as cut 2 inches' off your shotgun barrel on its clear waters?
on a reservation of about 8.600g000
The
wind
blows
softly
down
the
beyond this point the factors of ac and it ha® not affected the pattern,
acres, they occupy six village*, os
E. S., Omaha, Neb-r.
curacy in the riffle and ability cn the the barrel is a cylinder choke, in narrow valley and the trees- nod from pueblos, which have a population ol
1. If I join the National Rifle As
The noise of about 2,000.
part of the shooter come in to a which ca-se it will make no di-ffer- the recks above ycu.
sociation as an annual member, can
great extent.
The American riffle 1e-nce to have still more- cut off. It is the fails- makes constant music in
I buy a Krag rifle from the U. S. you mention is a powerful one, but ol j not possible to reohoke a shotgun [you-r ears.
The water hurries past
Government?
course at over 200 to, 300 yards the,barrel).
Sometimes rebari-ng them |you, and yet it is never gone.
The SUSBCRIBE
NOW
FOR
M AINE
Ans. As I understand it, you can. energy fall® o ff a® with all big gaim-e wii’l improve t)he shooting qualities! same' f cam -flake® seem to be always
WOODS
A
N
D
R
EA
D
A
L
L
2. Do I have to belong to a rifle
but it is not possible to take a cyl gliding downward, the same sp-ray
rifles.
club before I can get a Krag?
T H E OUTING N EW S .
2. Can ycu tell me wlhy t'he Con inder bore barrel and reiboire it so dashing over the stones, the same
An®. You must belong to the N. tinental rifles, though generally high that -it will he full! choke.
If you eddy coiling at the edge off the peel.
R A.
er in price, have a considerable low wish to have any work done on a Send your fly in under those hang
3. To whom shall I send the mon
PFTCE
shotgun barrel, t'he very best place ing branches where the water swirls JULY NUMBER
er velocity?
25 CTS.
ey when buying a Krag?
(
Ans. Price and velocity la ve noth to have it dene is at the factory around by that old log. Now draw
Ans. Write to Maj. F. H. Phillip®, in 2 to do with each other. High; ve-\ where it was made
it up toward the foam.
There is a
1108 Woodward Building, W ashing Ioci-ty can be obtained in- an in-expem
sudden gleam, cf dull gold ini the
ton, D. C.
He will give you the sive rif'ie and it is- also pos-silb e to
white water. You strike too soon.
proper instruction®.
You-r line come® hack to ycu.
In a
make a very expensive riffle which
4. On the National R if e Associa throws a bullet at low velocity.
current like this a fish- will almost
tion’s ICark you have to fill out
always he ok himself.
Try it again.
3. Without question, the frame
name, street and number, state and loading device o.f the European, rifle
This time he strikes- the fly fairly
and you have him.
It is a good
s a great feature and do you knowj
- ju /x p i
¥T k
one, and makes the slender jred
any American riffles with, this frameI
bend to the strain-.
He sulk® for a
loader?
In a tight corner everything
moment a® if uncertain what to do,
may depend on a quick reloading c-f
and then with- a ru-shi dart® into the
the empty magazine.
swiftest part of the current. You can
Ans.
By
“
frame
leading
device”
I
With many ministers, M onday is an
Let him go.
“ off day.” N ot in the way o f doing suppose ycu. mean clap loading, that Handsome Studio Being Construct never stop him there.
Keep just enough pressure cn 1dm
nothing, but in the sense o f not feel is, r ile s which. Permit reloading the
ing well. ATter the hard work o f Sat magazine by sliding five or more
to hold t'he hook firm, and follow
ed for Mr. Schroeder by N.
urday and Sunday, comes the nervous
his treutship down stream. He glides
cartridges
from
a
metal
clip.
The
and physical reaction of Monday, with
H. Ellis & Son.
over a little fall, gleaming throng]
that “ all-in” feeding. This is a con  Government army riffle is a clip lead
the foam, and swing® around in, the
dition many ministers would be glad er. T'he Remington Autoloading rifle
to be freed from. They can avoid it also leads with a clip, and the Win
Her® you can manage
Main-e is gradually getting to be next pool.
Edited by CHARLES BRADFORD
by giving proper attention to diet, and
the summer haunt® of some cf the him mere easily, and after a few
chester
Autoloading
rifle®'
have
a
de
The only all-angling publication in
taking “ L. F.” A tw ood ’s Medicine to
minutes’
brilliant
play,
a
few
mad
All the ether world® great musicians and while
keep the bowels in order, the stomach tachable magazine.
America. Devoted entirely to fishes
cn.e
toned, the liver regulated, and the riffles made in t' is country load one Ba~ Harbor has Paderwski, Knelsel dash.e® for the current, end
and fishing. Fishing resort advertise
head clear. This old home remedy at a time into the miagazine.
and Ha-rc-ld Bauer, Rangeley i® now splendid leap- out of water he comes
ments, 3 cts. a word. Disp lay, 25 cts.
is so good that many ministers are
4. Can ycu give me an address to have Mir. Theodore Sehroeder, the to the net and. is skillfully landed a line.
glad to recommend it, feeling that
with
a
quick,
steady
sweep
of
the
they are passing along a kindness in where tc buy goed Navajo blankets? famous Liede-rsinger and one of the
Subscription, $1.CO a year. Single
Temporartly all care-s and re
so doing. W e will send a free sample I want the ‘‘real stuff” net made in mo-st distinguished American- vocal arm1.
copy 25 cts.
sponsibilities o-f life are forgotten..
to any minister, upon request.
instructors.
Birmingham with German dyes.
No. 1328 Broadway,
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest store,
N. H. Ellis & Son of Rangeley are You are happy.
Ans. You will certainly have yo-u.r
or write to-day for free sample.
New York
After the morning catch of several
“ L. F.” Medicine C o.,
Portland, Me, work cut out ftr you if you get a now constructing a large, handsome

The Minister w ho Feels
W ell on Monday
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later after more big ones.

E. A. Finger c? New York
City I
to try their skill fiy fishing.
PLAN TO PASS SOME Pond
Mir. and Mrs. F. R. Whall cf Bos UPPER BAM WANTS
Mr. and Mrs-. Chisholm both lave arrived Wednesday to spend bis vaca
ton came in tbedr touring car for a
new, light fly ro-ds, the best that tion.
Mr. and M-rs. Frank L. C asfiner of stay of ten days in Camp Alaloma and
DAYS IN THE OPEN Leonard can make, and every kind of Boston
DR. HARPER
came today and the flag will plan to go heme Saturday via Strat
p. fly and fishing tackle. With guides
Fred Fowler, Frank Fall and Clayton fly at Camp Ridion until autumn.
Mr. and Mrs. H* J. Brown of Port
motor boat start up the C-up-suptic to land with Mr. and M-rs. Charles PayLincoln Pond trail.
At the pond son cf the sani-e city have been at
Guide Walter Wait is already on M'oomh-aniiS, their camp on Brown’s Is
duty, tents are pitched, canoes and land in Cu-pisouptic Lake for the past
provisions have been taken in and week.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Briggs ca-me
it all depends upon the weather bow
long the party will enjoy l-if-e in the from Washington, L). C., this week
open. Mrs. Cldsholim under stands the and are now at Camp Fry e to spend
art of dressing for the. occasion and the summer as usual.
Hr. E. D. Brett, Mr. and Mrs. C. B.
finds as much pleasure in wearing
her outing suit as in her Paris gowns Henry and families c f Lincoln, N. H.,
and will follow the mi’ es of trail with are enjoying their stay as much- as
as much ease as any of the com when they first came and even the
pany.
From Lincoln Pond they weather does not discourage them.
Tihe water in the lake- is still very
plan to go over to the Magalloway
tc try the fly fishing and if the ■high, but all that seems to be wantweather is good will not return for a ed to make everyone content is
warmer weather.
The'Wind- of the
week or ten days.
Mrs. Josephine B. Burns, who has last few days the® d-r-iedi up the m-ud
m-ake
been in Jamaica Plains, Mass., dur- in the roads and the autos
in the winter, returned Thursday to their usual time of four minutes to
and from the
railroad station at
spend the summer here.
Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Barn-bridge Oquossoc.
Tlios, O. Rogers of Boston has hi-s
of Brooklyn, N. Y., came from Kenneb-ago Lake this -morning for a new boat “Gee Whiz II” all in order
and is taking trips over the lakes- in
short stay.
Geo. C. Farrington of
Peabody, all directions.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren N. Breed of
Mass., caught a 5-pound trout thtt-s
week and his daughter, Miss Ruth Lynn, Mass,, with Geo. Fancy guide,
won a fine new fisih rod by taking a have just left the wharf for the
day’s fishing and Mr. Breed called “ I
4-pound trout on- the troll.
am after that 6-pounder I lost the
other day,” and here is hoping he
lands him.

Flag Unfurled at Camp Ridion— Sweatt the party this morning by
The Briggs to Summer at
Camp Frye.
(Special

Correspondence.)

Mooselookmeguntic House, Haines
Landing, June 16.—'Even the wind
and rain Lave not in the least dis
turbed thicisie who are here fotr the
fishing, while the days of sunshine
have been welcomed.
This month lias been the best June
ever, for there has 'been a daily
average of 14 or more guests
This morning the first camping
out party are starting up the lake,
Mir, and Mrs. Hugh J. Chisholm and
M. S. Baldwin who carnie from New
York the first of the week.
It is
their first stay at Haines Landing
and they express
themselves- as
much pleased with log cabin life
here.
The party did not get any
large fish trolling.
When b-ut a lad
Mr. Chisholm -caught a -pair of 8pound trout, and a 3-pounder seems
small since then, and he may have
to wait for Hugh, J>r., to -catch the
next one as bdig.
Thursday after
noon the party went over to Quimby

Where To Go In Maine NEW LOG CAMPS
IN READINESS
SPENCER LAKE CAMPS

LEDGE HODSE AND CABINS

GERARD, MAINE

Fishing and hunting.
Excellent Accommodations.
Reasonable prices.
VILES AND GANNETT,
Dead River, Maine

Maine’s Best H unting and Pishing Section.
Special rates for early Spring Fishing and Fall
H unting parties. Railroad station Jackman,
Me. Post Ofrice. Gerard, Me. For all informa
tion address

W. H. Bean,

Gerard, Maine

THE ELM W OOD
One o f the best small hotels in Maine. Open all
the year. Supplied with its own fresh vegetables,
poultry, eggs, milk and cream- T elephone.
Garage, Address

J. F. HOUGH
Phillips.

Maine

C A R R Y PO N D CAM PS
Open May 1st, to December 1st. Good
accommodations.
Excellent fishing.
Write for booklet.
HENRY J. LANE,
Carry Pond, Me.
Via Bingham

TROUT BROOKCAMPS
Will be Open For the SPRING FISHING
By May the 10th. Don’ t miss it as
we get some fine trolling and bair fish
ing at that time. For large TROUT and
SALMON fly fishing, June 1. Write
for paticulars.
R. R. W ALKER .Prop.
Mackamp,_________ _______________________Ma‘ne
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Be3t Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO..
Upper Dam. Maine.

BILLY SOCLE’S NEW CAM PS
LAKE MILLMAGASSETT

JIM POND CAMPS
Are open for the season of
1916.
Send for circular.
GREEN BROS.
EUSTIS,

MAINE

RANGELEY LAKES
Camp Bemis, The Birches. The Barker. Write
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine.

LA K EW O O D CA M PS,
MIDDLEDAM, MAINE
In one of the best localities for fishing and
hunting in the Rangeley Region. Camps with
or without bath. For particulars write for free
circular to

CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
Lakewood Camps,
Middledam, Me.

September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty
o f partridges and deer. P. O- address Ox Bow,
Maine.

YORK CAM PS,

ROWE POND CAMPS

It is time to choose your Spring fish
ing grounds. Why don’ t you come here
and see how you like it? With favor
able conditions you can get good fishing
enough, size considered and every thing
PIERCE POND
Furnishes fishing for large salmon and else as pleasant as you could wish for in
trout. Fly fishing as soon as ice goes the woods.
out. Send for circular and references.
Come any time in the season. Also
C. A. SPALDING, Prop.,
nice place to bring your family. Write
Caratunk Me.
to
R ound Mountain Lake Camps. W rite forfree
H. W. MAXFIELD,

RANGELEY, MAIN*f

J LEWIS YORK, Prop.

booklet.

DION O. B L A C K W E L L. Proprietor.
R ound Mountain. Maine

R ow e Pond.

Maine

OTTER POND CAMPS
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
in g and hunting. Send for circular.

GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop.,
Caratunk, Me.

D E A D R IV E R REGION

Log Cabin Life.

(Special Correspondence).

Blakeslee Lake Camps
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
A famous resort for anglers and hun
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 25 till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.

Well-Known Artist Again Enjoying

P A C K A R D ’S G A M P S
R an geley L a k e s
R an geley,
M aine

Baild Mountain Camps, Alooselcokmeguntic Lake, June 16.—“ Another
rainy day, but what care we, it rains
at home, and Ic-g cabin life is alway jolly,” is the way one party ex
pressed it when they found “ the
same kind o f weather” again, today.
Mr. and Mirs. W. L. Taylor of
Wellesley, Mass., were here for din
ner today and were met by Guide
John- Kidder, who had their camp
ail' in readiness for their coming.
Mr. Taylor is a well-known artist
whose work for the Ladies
Home
Journal has attracted attention all
over tire land. Not everyone knows
that in a pretty little log camp, sur
rounded by a garden of bright flow
ers only a short
distance below
these camps on the shore of Alooselookmeguntic Lake, Mr. and Mrs.
Taylor have for several years spent
the long summer days, and that some
of his best work has been dene
unde the shadow cf Bald Mountain,
where they plan to remain until late
in September.
There lias been a number of good
catches made here recently.
Mrs.
R. E. Taylor of Roxbury caught a 5pound trout; D. E. Weston of East
Pepperill, Mass., a 5%-pound trout;
E. W. Chandler of West Sumner a 3pound salmon and a 3%-pound trout.
A. W. Andrews of West Paris was
proud to land a trout 4% pound®. The
gentlemen after a most enjoyable and
successful fishing trip went home the
first of the week, planning to return

KODAKS AND KODAK SUPPLIES
Developing and printing at
popular prices.
N. E. Telephone 82-3.
RANGELEY STUDIO,
F. H. HAMM, Prop.

Osceola Farm, near the Lake
near Rangeley.

To let by month or season.
12 rooms
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
with two baths and laundry. All mod
Open
from
May
15th
to
Dec.
1st.
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
ern furnishings. All furnace heated.
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
ridge
and
duck*hunting.
Apply L. D. Haley,
Rangeley, Me.
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.

F I S H I N G
AT

J o h n G a rv ille ’s C am ps
at Sp rin g Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
■re most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent bed3 .
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1.800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
Streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
Bummer resort. Telephone communications with
AUktge and doctor. References fu: nished. Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN
CARVfLLE. Flagstaff. Me.

KANGELE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.
T horoughly modern. On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

FOR SALE

ON EASY TERMS
INDIAN POINT AND BUILDINGS

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

SJJust across the little cove from the
Mountain View House, at the outlet of
Rangeley Lake. Is fully furnished.
Ice house filled. Boats, etc. The most
Come to the Maine Woods
desirable place on the shores of the
Saddleback Lake Camp offers rustic
surroundings and comfortable cabins to lake. Three acres of land. For Partic
anyone looking for good fishing and ulars address,
rest. Write for booklet and references to
HEMON B LAC K W E LL.
Dallas. Maine

F. C. FOWLER,

New London,

Conn.

ton where they will remain a . short
time at Grose’s hotel.
Sunset Cam-p has been taken the
last week by Messrs. A. H. Harris,
Curtis D. Gilman, P. J. Hayes' and
D. E. Weston cf East Pepperill,
Mass., who locks so much like Billy.
Sunday lie answers to that
name
when off on a ashing trip.
They
went home Saturday morning
per
fectly satisfied with the nice box of
fish they had to take home with
them,
, ••
The handsome new log camp is
now completed and ready for the
coming cf Mr. and Air®. F. T. Wheeler
of Plainviill-e, Conn., for whom it was
built.
Mr. and Mrs. Bancroft S. Win-son
of New Bedford, Mass., came in their
Dodge auto.
Nat Bills and Harry
Nelson were their guides/ and they
had great fly fishing at
Quimby
Pond and caught a number of 2pounders trolling.
Each sent home
a box during their week’s stay.
Coming in their Packard touring
car f^c-m Worcester, Mass., Air. and
Mrs. F. H. Lucke, Ira P. Smith and
sister, Mrs. A. L. Billings were here
part of the week, returning home
via Stratton.
Charles L. Boyer of Auburn is the
guest of bis sister, Airs. Bernard O.
Ellis.
Air. and Airs. J. Foster Clarke of
North Attleboro, Mass., and family
open Camp Haverhill tomorrow for
the season-.

Good Fishing Continues and Every
body Is Happy.

Upper Dam, June 19.—Most of the
fishermen who troll have reeled in
and gone home, but now the Pool is
the attraction and the cove item of
interest is- the fish there, What f y
they may and may not take, how
soon the gates- will be closed so that
the fishermen can spend from sun
rise to sunset iln the upper pool, and
the arrival of Wm. AVer of Joihinstoiwui, Penn., whom the readers cf
the Alaine Woods will remember Dr.
Harper of Hartford, Conn., wrote
several columns about.
The doctor
had better drop bis forceps, let his
patients have the toothache and take
his fishing tackle and come to Up
per Darn and have a friendly fishing
match with -Mr. Alien who came with
a smiling fac-e and before he had
been here half an hour had on his
fishing clothes and is now casting
in the lower pool.
Of his skill and
success or -fisherman/’® luck wre will
write later.
“ Gentle ang-lers,” there is room
for all and “ old white-nosed Pete”
as the big t-ront is called, has al
ready been seen in the pool.
Since thw
e last report two
trout
and seven salmon have been record
ed and the gentlemen who have had
the honor of penning their names in
the wonderful record book this past
week are Henry George of
New
.York, who on a (Morning Glory f ’.y
with a four-ounce rod brought tc
net a tr-ou-t that brought the old
steelyards down to the 3-pound 14ounce notch.
Ernest Grant was the
guide to handle the boat and n-et.
Horace C. Dunham of Woburn,
Mass., without any guide, has hooked
Log Cabin Church Will Be Very and landed -five record salmon weigh
ing 3 pound® 8 ounces, 3 pounds 12
Attractive and Novel.
ounces, 3 pound® 5 ounces, and a pair
3 pounds each, all taken on a fly
named “ Tin Lizzie.’’
Mountain View, June 20.—“ When
Edward Brooks of Andover, ATass.,
will the sunshine ccmle?” iis the ques is very proud o f hi® first record on a
tion often asked, for everyone is fly, a 3-pouimd 3-ounce salmon, O-rrin
discouraged about “ such
days
in S. Dyke guide.
June.”
But there are indications
Stephen H. Palmer of- Bethlehem,
of tine good old summer time,
as Penn., just to keep in practice with
“ Commodore” F. A. Nowlin of Bos
his light red and have his guide, B!ton lias arrived and intend® to have m^r B. Woodbury busy, caught a 3his boat the “ Comet” out in time pound 2-ounce trout and a 3-pound
to give this friends’ a sail on the 4-ounce salmon.
His son, Geo. V.
lake by the FourthPalmer ha®- returned to Alon-ticelllo,
Air. and Airs. G. W. Gai-l, Jr., of N. Y.
Air. Palmier s-ent a box of
Baltimore, Aid., came in their auto fish to his home in Pennsylvania
mobile from their home, leaving that left here -by tlie morning express
there Wednesday, the 14th and reach and reached Bethl-ehe-m the next day
ing here Alond-ay
evening, which, in the evening in the best o f condit
with te condition® of tile roads ow ion, a® fresh as if they had not
ing to the heavy rains, was making been an hour out of "the pool, and tine
good time.
fishermen are still asking, “ Why did
Air. and Airs. R. R. M. Carpenter it take five days for Air. Souther
and family from Wilmington,
Del., land’s box of fish to reach New
were here Saturday en route for York?”
Dr. Alcrton R. Peck and son®, Ken
Dodge Pond wthare they are to spend
neth and Ira Peck of Corn-wTall-cnthe summer.
C, A. Clarke and daughter, Aliss Hudsca, N. Y., are delighted to re
Margaret C. Clarke of Newton, Mas®., turn to Upper Darn for an extended
were here for part of the week. Dick sojourn.
Four gentlemen from Lowell, Alas®.
O’Bnien guided them and Air. Clarke
had a 4-pound salmon and several Dr. W-m. M. Jones, W. R. Foster, Ro
smaller ones to take home with him land E. and Lucius A. Derby, who
are at Black Point camp, think It
this morning.
The- following party who had been good exercise to cam® over here for
at Chain af Pond® on Megantic Pre their meals knowing the fame of the
serve, came from Eustis ii| two auto cooks at Upper Dam-.
Horace C. Dunham, the artist from
mobiles and made a short stay at
Woburn,
Alias®., was heartily greeted
Alountain View en route for home:
Mr. and Mins. R. B. Traiser and by old friend® on bis arrived last
Airs. Dunham is a most
son, Messrs. Jamies T. Wetherald, S. week.
F. Johnson, W- F. and
Harry L. charming lady, wlno is a great -lover
of Nature and it has been- her pleas
Wiggin of Boston.
ure for years to hunt for and study
Alms. O. H. Olfene and daughter cif
the mosses in the
northeastern
Auburn, who have for two -weeks
states.
-She has been considered
been enjoying life in one of
the
authority among botanists about the
camps here, were on Sunday joined
mosses -she knows so well, and for
by -Mr. Olfene.
years h-as been working on a book
A big deer came cut on the carry that has just been punished, ' “ Hcrw
road between here and Oquossoc last to know the Alosises,” which is most
night which was a pretty sight.
faistimating and open® a new field
Work on the handsome log church of istudy to these who -love to spend
is now fast bringing it to completion the summer hours in the
Alaine
and it is on-e oif the most attractive wrood:s.
In this book dJescriipticn® of
and- novel little dliurclues in Alaine over 150 species are given, and as
ard everyone will he glad when it is Mrs. Dunham while here at Upper
ready fer the dedication.
Darn has found- many mosses and
showed their delicate
beauty
to
SU B SCR IB E
NOW FOR
M A IN E other®, her friends are happy to con
gratulate her and hope she will join
WOODS.
$1.00 A Y E A R .
her husband- during hi® stay.

WORK NEARING
COMPLETION

IN S U R A N C E

Have your fish and game mounted by
L. H. Beach, registered taxidermist,
Fire, Workmen's Compensation,
Woodland, Mrine. Satisfaction guaran
Life, Automobile, Liability,
teed: Send for price list.
L. H. BEACH,
REED H. ELLIS,
Woodland,
Maine
Rangeley,
Maine

